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By Jonathan Mathias and
Henry Perkins

Photos by Jonathan Mathias
The un retreated from Federal
Plaza on September lls~ and the
shado\\ of the surrounding
skyscrapers landed on the bodies
resting there. The scheduled "diein/' wa ad,·ertised to all who
wi bed to join In protest of the
Iraq war, and its deadly

t ex tty noon, a line of men
aud women marched into the
Plaza. ome participants were
already there, patiently waidllg
for the American Friends rvice
Committee. which organized the
protest.
The air was electric as
bystander watched the procession
silently form rows, facing east. A
signal was given, and
simultaneously, the rows fell like
dominos, becoming faux-corpses.
pulling white sheets over their
entire bodies. Women came
around to the protesters, and
adorned each of them with a red
carnation, signifying respect and
compassion. In front of the
demonstration. two young women
held signs, which read: " 100 Iraqis
Die Fvcr·yday."
... continue on page -1
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Police in Florida were hosting a "Kicks for
Guns" exchange, in which sneakers were given in
turn for weapons, certainly didn't expect what one man
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with a 4-foot
long missile launcher he found in a shed
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turned in. An Ocoee, FL man arrived
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hoping to get some "Reeboks" for hi daughter.

111*1& to rme seat-belt uup m Afiican Americans.

rc··•rausnc:s show statewide use is at 90
percent, yet among African Americans in
Chicago it is roughly 65 percent. lOOT is
teeming with beads of predominantly black churches
in order to prpmote traffic safety.

-..j

A McDonald's worker from Union City,
GA. spent a night in jail for strange
circumstances. She accidentally

spilled salt on hamburger meat, and
Officer Wendell Adams got a
burger of the over-salty meat, and
returned shortly after. Kendra Bull, 20,
was arrested and charged with reckless
conduct.
A 15-year-old gtrl wa ' taken to Mount
inai Hospital after bcmg hot in the leg by a
L6-year-old boy. The suspect, Lawrence
Felton, who wa arre ted Saturday night, ha
been charged with aggravated battery. He

allegedly tried to talk to the girl, but
was rebuffed while she kept
walking.

Percy Julian Middle School is now outlawing "hugging" on their campus. Any of the 860 students
aren't allowed to "hug too long, too close" to each other. Principal Victoria Sharts. says. ""Hugging

is more appropriate for airports or for family reunions than passing and eeing
each other every few minutes in the halls."

4

... cover story
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Minutes passed like hours, and a
woman began to read (or rather, sing)
a list of deceased Iraqis' names over a
loudspeaker. A gong was struck after
each name. It became more
heartbreakingly pronounced when one
actually listened to the ages of the
dead following the names.
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decker bus. Chicagoans walking by
on their lunch breaks paused to get
flyers from the people banding them
out. A young woman was banding out
" Support the Troops - End the War,"
signs and a dozen people held them
proudly. The final message from
everyone being: no more war.

"Twelve years old ... seventeen
years old ... nine years old ... seven
months old ... " The woman continued
reading for over an hour, and about
eighty people participated in the diein, nearly achieving their means of
representing and honoring the Iraqis
who die every day.
Tourists took digital pictures of
the scene from their hastened double-

Training in journalism and media publications
• Journalism program FREE FREE FREEl!!
• Work seen city wide by teens and others
•Rewards and prizes possible

A Iii' help with College? NO problem
• Scholarship and Portfolio Available
• College referrals
• Referrals to Internships

Stipends and many more Benefits
• Paid for work and any traveling done
• Service Learning Credits available
• NE Journalist Certificate
• TV and RADIO Exposure Possibilities
Drop on in-all are welcomed. Speak another language-come on in. Dress comfortably but professionally. As
long as you have something to say- WE WANT YOU TO COME ON IN!!!!!
Let Your Voice as a Teen Be Heard Today and join

New Expression staff!!

Meetings held every week on- Monday at 4 p.m.

All City Journalism Workshop held every other:

Saturday

@

1Oam-2pm

Youth Communication
619 S. Wabash Chicago, IL 60605
For more info, visit us at www.newexpression.org or
Contact Lurlene D. Brown at 312-922-7150 or ldbrown1655@yahoo.com
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The 2007
Bud Biliken
Parade
Bonita Holmes
Pros er Career Academy
The 78th Annual Bud B1hken Parade- "The Back to chool Parade" started otT
w1th a bang w1th floats. htgh chool marchmg bands, nauve Ch1cago celebnue~
and pres1denttal hopeful. enator Barack Obama (D-IL) lie v.as also the C1rand
1arshall for the econd year tn a ro"" Obama has been a supporter of the parade
for a few years no"' The parade took place aturday. August II at 10 00 am
begtnning at 35th and Kmg Dnve and endmg on 55th and Garfield on Ch1cago·-.
Souths1de The parade has been a Ch1cago tradtt1on smce 19:!9 and every year it
gets b1gger and bener. Ch1cago natt\e, Common, made an appearance as \\Cll as
other d1gmtanes. The parade wa~ broadcast h ... e on WG"--TV and ABC7 The
Ch1cago Defender is a very b1g asset to the Bud B1hken Parade because Robert
Abbot founded tt. The Bud B1liken Parade. roughly called the "Bud... ~~ omcthmg
that bnngs Ch1cagoans from the all over the ctty as well a '1sttor-. for fun. food
and fe lJVItleS.

Millions Turn Out for Bud
Billiken Back to School
Parade
Henry PeriOns
Columb1a College
Youth Connectton Charter
School, otherw1 e known as YCCS,
participated in this year's Bud B1lliken
Back to School Parade in m1d- August.
"Come back to the Little School
House" was the float 's theme. 1 he
march began at 3500 S King Dnvc and
ended at Washmgton Park where a
massive picmc was held. Th1s was
YCCS's first year part1c1patmg m the
parade.
Youth Connection Charter School
is a secondary school that prov1des
several alternative education programs
to meet the needs of students on a
case-by-<:ase basts. With over 2,500
enrolled students spread throughout its
twenty-three campuses in h1cago,
YCCS provides unprecedented
services toward "at-nsk" students
otherwise facing educational neglect
Students and staff from YCCS

pre ent dunng the parade and p1cmc
proudly support the mtcnt1on.s and
pnnclplcs of the organtzatiOn rhe
YCCS Government Pubhc Servtt:c
Program 's array of the 1nterns, and
members of the Pre-Mcd1cal k1lls
Development Program's enrollment
spread the YCC word around the
communtty the umversal message wa.s
loud and clear, as 1t should be "It 1s
never to late for a second chance "
I he mterns and students shared
thc1r personal cxpenences wtth
Interested md1vtduah. Parents eagerly
took to the thousands of flyer.. passed
out after heanng the m1ss10n ofYCCS,
m the opened door class rooms for
thousands of youth . The Bud B1lhken
Parade was a s1gnt ficant outlet for
YCCS to mform Ch1cago that the1c arc
second chances at education that 1s
read1ly available.
~or more Information about the
Y 'CS you ca ll (312)328-0799 or email ycpr(aJyccs.org
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What is the FCC?
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The Federal Communications
(FCC) is a US government agency
that regulates our radio, Tv, wire,
satellite, and cable communication.
Whether or not the FCC can
regulate Internet content is still in
debate.
Five Commissioners, all of
whom were present at the Chicago
hearing on Sept 20th, lead the FCC.
For more information, visit
http://wwwfcc.gov/commissioners,
and click on any name at the bottom
left corner of the webpage.
On the evening of September 20th,
several members of New Expression
walked into the auditorium of
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition's
headquarters in Chicago's South
Side.
We joined about I ,000 people to
participate in hearings hosted by the
FCC regarding media ownership
and diversity, particularly issues
specific to the Chicago market. For
over eight hours, nearly 200
Chicagoans stood in front of the mic
to share their opinions and thoughts
with the panel of FCC
commissioners.
And it was because of those
opinions and thoughts that there was
police presence and a tense
environment throughout the hearing.
Everybody wanted to be heard and
it was a packed house, so much so
that the hearing, scheduled to run
until 11 pm, lasted to 2am. The
subject matter was heated and
controversial to begin with, add in a
busted air conditioning system and a
very "un-diverse" hearing panel and
you' ll get a picture of this important
night in Chicago.
Chicago has one of the lowest
levels of minority ownership among
markets of its size and diversity.

Research conducted by Free Press,
the national media reform group,
· found that racial and ethnic
minorities make up nearly twothirds of Chicago's population but
own only 5 percent of the city's fullpower commercial radio and TV
stations. Despite comprising half of
the population, women own j ust 6
percent of the city's radio and TV
stations.
The lack of minority and female
owners is reflected in local news
coverage. A recent study by the
Media Management Center at
Northwestern University found that
"for every non-white person who is
heard in a story, there are three
white people" and"' people who are
white, male and official dominate
news about politics." Men on the
local news outnumber women by 2to-1.

3.26% of television ownership. This
trend is amplified in Chicago where
minorities constitute two thirds of
the city's population, but only 5% of
its media ownership. This is the
lowest percentage of minority media
ownership in America's 22 largest
markets. "Too few own too much at
the expense of too many." King
said. "It is time for the FCC to
ensure that American media
represents the American people."
In the last two decades, business
has played an increasing role in
media. ln the United States 10 major
companies control nearly 90% of
media content, and this has nearly
eliminated genuine market
competition.
Chicago is the nation's thirdlargest media market, but has one of
the lowest levels of minority
ownership among cities of its size
and diversity. People of color make
up nearly two-thirds of Chicago's

population but own just 5 percent of
the city's radio and TV stations .
Women own just 6 percent of the
city's broadcast stations, despite
comprising half of the population.
To convince the FCC to allow
further consolidation, Big Media
companies - including local giant
Tribune Co. - are claiming the
Internet has made media ownership
limits unnecessary. But a study by
Free Press found that even online
Chicago residents still
overwhelmingly rely on traditional
media outlets, such as Chicago
Tribune and WGN-TV, for their
local news and information.
When people say "Big Media",
they are referring to large companies
that own several media outlets
"Media
and/or forms of media.
consolidation" describes the act of
bringing multiple forms of media
under one company.

At the national level, the low
number of female and minority
... continue on page 17
owners is equally
alarming. People of
color make up 33
Examples of Big Media: See if you can match which companies own the
percent of the entire
following types of media (answers on page 32)
U.S. population, yet
Big Media Companies
own 7.2 percent of all
Tribune Company (NYSE:TRB)
full-power radio and
Time Wamer (NYSE:TWX)
TV stations. While
News Corporation (NYSE: NWS)
women comprise 51
General Electric (NYSE: GE)
percent of the entire
Disney (NYSE: DIS)
U.S. population, they
own less than 6
Types of Media
percent of full-power
commercial radio and
TV stations.
BC Studios
In his opening
OL
undo
statements, Rainbow
PUSH chairman
FBo.::a::.:lt::..:.
im:..:.o::.:r..::ec...;S::.:u::.:n.:....__-F:::.:.....:..:...._ _ _ _ __ F::.:..:.=~----F= Maoazine
Martin L. King
Bravo
lamented the
pCo.::a~rt~oo~n~N~e~tw~o::.:~~~F~ox~N~e~w~s---------4~~~~~----~~G~u~id~e~_______,
disproportionately low
number of minority
owned media. In
America, minorities
constitute 33% of the
population, but only
7.7% of radio and

rC;.;:a"'s-"tl-=-e-'-R.:..:o:..:c::.:k'------fH'"'a=ortfc=o""'rd=-=Co.::oc:u::..:ra::.:n.:..:t_ _-+==~~----F:.:..:.:..:..ersal Pictures
rC~h~ica=~o_,T-'-'ri""b~
u:..:;ne::...._+
H:.=B:.::O~------------f~~=~~!!.!!::'--~:!.!!!:ersal Studios

rC:..:;inc.:.;e::..:m.:..:=ax:.:......_ _ _-Fi:..:fe::..:;ti::..:m.:..:e::......._ _ _ _ _F:..:.:....~~.-.:::.:::.:....._ _~=Street Journal

t;C;.:.N.:..:N-:-:----::-:-:-:---f::o~s::.:A:...::n~e::.:le::::s~li.::.lm:..:;e::::s::....__F==~----f!.!!~ er Bros. Pictures
Cooking Light
Ma azine
Ma Quest
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Pontiac Student
Turns in Weapons
Shanil Hopson

Brothers
AuBryn Thompson
Beasley Academy

Olive Harvey Middle College

On August 28, 2007, an anonymou student, of Ponttac Htgh school,
turned in St.X guns that belonged to htm and two other fellow chool-mate
According to ABC7-Chtcago HD tattoo, the guns were reported by the tudent to
firn be hid LO one of the boy · lockers·. and later. put mto the ,tudent ·~ book bag
The Resource Officer told ABC7 EW that the gun were turned tn at
approXliTiately 8:30 a m , and around noon. the students were relea.,ed from chool
As for the student who turned in the gun . he was declared a hero wtthm hts
school, and the two other male tudents v.ere arrested off of chool ground . The
anonymous student told the Re ource Officer that the three of them v.ere
attempting to use the weapons. Mayor con McCoy congratulated the student for
turnrng tn the guns and for caring about the students' safety of Ponuac Htgh
School.

jena 6 Tirneline:
When Will It End?
Amaya Twillie
Perspective Charter Schools
Calumet Campus
1n December of 2006, SIX black teens were arrested m Jena, Loutstana aller a
school fight m whJch a white student v.as beaten badly wtth multtple brutse~ fhc
six black teens were charged wtth attempted second- degree murder and
conspiracy. They all face up to 100 years m pnson wtthout parole. The group of
15 tol7 year-old black teens has become known as the "JENA SIX''
A lmle over a week ago, Mychal Bell was the first out of the group to rccetve
a trial date wtth an all whtte JUry. It took them JU t two days to convtct htm wtth
aggravated battery and conspiracy charges. He now face~ up to 22 years m pmon
The origin of thts story starts back m early September, when three black
students asked penntsston to stt under a tree that whtte students usually ~•t under
The next day three nooses were hangmg from the same tree. The boys who hung
the nooses were suspended from school for a few days. School admtntstrators took
it as a harmless prank, but the black populatton took tl ofTenstvely; fighL~ and
unrest began to occur at the school Black rcstdents state that ractsm has always
been a maJor tssue 10 Jena, smce 85% of tts populatton ts whtte
The blacks were also bemg assaulted at all wh tte parttes and convcntence
stores. A whtte man pulled out a loaded rille on three black teens, but they
managed to take it away. December 4th, a fight broke out whtch led to stx black
students bc10g charged wtth murder Walter Reed, the Dtstnct Attorney, talked to
the Jena 6 and told them he could end thetr ltves wtth a stroke of hts pen. Reed
kept his word because he charged them as adu lts and they could be sentenced
them to a max1mum of etghty years tn prison.
P.S. One of the 6, Mychal Bell, was released on $45,000 batl Thursday,
September 27th.

eth. 17 and Timothy. 19 v.ere mvolved m an altercauon July 7th, m
wbtch they found them elves 10 the emergency room . Timothy truck hi
brother eth v.tth a pellet gun eth then stabbed Ttmothy tn the leg and the
back. punctunng ht. lungs eth pleaded gutlty to aggravated domesttc
battery Accordmg to the apervtlle un Nev.,paper. eth v.as entence to
60 da]' m JUt), 24 month probatton. and anger management counsehng. The
judge told htm "If you vtolate the probatton there's a trong ltkely hood
you' ll end up m the penttenttary" The Judge al ·o ordered eth to fini b htgh
school and to take random monthly drug test Ttmothy v.as aho ch~ed wtth
two count\ of dome\ltC v tolence. He v.tll go to tmtl ' ovembcr 5th If my brother or st ter htt me I \vOuld btt htm back However, I v.ould try
to never go so far a'i to put them in the emergency room I reall)' wonder
v.ere thetr parenh were when all of thts wa.s gomg on. The)' probabl] fought
a lot v. hen they v.ere grow mg up. I thml.: there t'> a le . on in thts for all of lb.
II ave you ever had a fight '' tth your stbhngs that got out of control'1

A Life Lost
.too Soon
Bike Ride Turns Tragic
Bonita Holmes
Prosser Career Academy
Blanca Oc;Jsto, 19, who graduated from Charle~ Allen Pru~ser Academ
m 2006, wtth hopes of bccommg a pharn1actst was stntck and ktllcd. t
around 4 00 p.m on fuesday, September II , Ms OctL\10 was ndmg her btJ...e
ncar the mtc~cctton of Anntt.Jgc and Kcdtte, ''hen a attonal Waste cr. tee
Truck made a wrong tum onto Keune and stnu.:k her he \vas mshed ll'
Advucate Masontc Mcdtcnl Center where she was later pronounced dead
Much cmphasts has been put on the litct that she n11ght hove been
" talkmg" on her cell phone dunng the acctdent lltm ever, 11 ts stres~ed that
thts tsn 't o factor that led to her ulttmote death The dnvcr of the garbage
truck was merely " tu.:keted" wl11ch nuses a btg quest tOn . Is mcdw pulltng St'
much emphast~ <m the cell phone usage to shy uttcntton away from the tntt'k
dnver who was obvwusly at fault'!
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Band Thievery
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Stephanie Davis
Morgan Park High School
Saturday, August 12. 2007 at
2:00 am, the Morgan Park H1gh
School Marchmg Band was robbed
of S 18.000 worth of equ1pment.
The tlueves entered the school
ground through a gate that was left
open They then opened the latch
to the gated wmdow and shd open
the wmdow. The lock to the drum
cabmet was broken and the drum ·
were taken from thetr locallon
above the hom cabmets, a set of
qumts, three paLrS of 20-1nch
cymbals, three snare drums, and

four bass drums. They stole the
cover from the p1ano and concert
band drums, and the bands' red
wagon to u e to transport the
drums. All th1s was found m1ssmg
when band dtrector Shameka ash
entered the band room later that
day The drums were purchased
dunng the summer of 2006 and
were sull m good conditiOn .
"I watched the tape from the
n1ght of the robbery and there were
five people m black hood1es who
came through the open gate and
went straight to the wmdow,'' sa1d
band teacher and d1rector Shameka

ash. The band members have
suspicion that the thieves were
students from the school or alumni
students that know bow to get in
through the unprotected window.
Having to use the old and worn out
drums to perform at the1r
upcoming events, including the
Ch1cago Football Class1c, would
have been heart breaking for the
young mus1c1ans. However,
pubhc1ty helped the band. The
story was atred on ABCNews.
BC ews, the front cover of the
Ch1cago Defender, and an art1cle m
the Ch1cago Tribune. Mr. Tim
Rand, who works w1th the
committee for the Ch1cago Class1c
donated $18,000 to the band. Th1s
was enough money to replace the
stolen drums. On Friday.
eptember 7, 2007 a few band
members were in the band room
when the drum arrived. At that
umc, the h1cago Tribune was
there to capture the moment.

A marching band should be
about learning to play new
instruments and enjoying it while
in high school. Administration has
made sure to keep all doors,
windows, and cabinets locked at all
times, unless the teacher was in the
room. Thankfully, the band bad the
support of many churches that
raised $3,000. With the proper
eqU1pment, the band was able to
attend the Clucago Classic and
perform to the best of their
ab1hlles. A card of appreciation
with all the band members'
1gnatures and words of gratitude
was presented to Mr. Tim Rand at
the performance. The marching
band members aid they are
eternally grateful, and appreciative
of the generosity. The cbool w1ll
be more protective of their band
room and their expensive
equipment. Th1s wa the school'
first break m.

Winnetka Teen of
Random Stabbing
hanil Hopson
On August 28, 2007, 39-year-old Kenton Drew Astin randomly stabbed
17-ycar-old Wmnctka native M1chacl George Knorps. According to the
(Assocl3ted Press (AP) m the Chicago Sun-Times). Mr. Knorps was stabbed
m front of police outs1de Umvcrslly of olorado campus. Mr. Astin showed
the kmfe to the victim before stabbmg the victim's neck, cau ing evere
t1ssue damage and lime m the hospital When police tried to stop Mr. Astin,
proceeded to stab hm1sclf, but was Immediately stopped by a tazer gun and
arrested unmedmtely
In 200 I, Mr. Aslin pleaded not guilty to stabbing a 21-year-old on the
account of msanity, which resulted m serving time at a tate mental hospital.
Mr. Astm worked temporarily last year as a cash1er at the University through
a program that U1e hosp1tal ran. University records show that no background
check was 1ssued upon Mr. Astin 's employment. Bud Peterson, Chancellor of
the UmvenHty, stated, "there must be a policy change."
Mr. K.norps was reported to be domg well.
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Chicago Public
Schools Attendance
Challenge
Bonita Holmes
Prosser Career Academy
Just Go! A slogan printed on Ch1cago Pubhc School posters aero the
Chicago land area are dnvmg CPS students to attend chool on the first day and
everyday of the 2007-2008 school year. Consistency and detennmat10n from CPS
officials are the dnvmg factors that led 93°o of the dt tnct's 409.000 student m
school on September 4 Arne Duncan, Cruef Execullvc officer of CP , proudly
announced thJs record h1gh increase at Bron.zevtlle ScholastiC Htgh cbool. ~here
they had an attendance mcrense from 8~o to 99°'o. Arne Duncan states that
although thJs was a very good attendance mcrense. they w1ll still have to v.ork
cons1derably hard to reach I 00% attendance on the first day of school and
everyday during the !>Cbool year. He plans to reward those tudcnts who stnvc to
increase their attendance w1th college scholarship , and new cars
(www.cps.k 12.tl.us) Other mcentives include
Monthly breakfast hosted by WGCI at the chool w1th the most improved
attendance.
Rent of mortgage pa1d up to $1 ,000 00 for students who have perfect
attendance from September through November sponsored by Clear Channel.
Fifteen winners will be selected by computenzed random lottery
FamJly vacation to the Wisconsm Dells for students who have perfect
attendance for March and April, $500.00 gift card provtded by Jewel for tudentc;
who have perfect attendance from September through November Ten wmners w11l
be selected by computerized random lottery.
Tickets for the WGCI Big Jam Concert awarded to
unproved attendance for October.

SLX

schools w1th the most

CPS officials as well as Area Attendance AdmtniStrntors w1ll work w1th
schools that have low attendance and help them poss1bly come up w1th a solution
using different tactics to change such low attendance records.
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Jackets!
all tyle and color

-COMPLETE WITH LETIERf GAND EMBLEMS

-SCHOOLS
-TEAMS
-CHEERLEADERS
-GROUPS
-INDIVIDUALS
-SWEATERS-T-SHIRT
SWEAT SHrRTS
·EMBLEM FORAWARDS
GROUP& EvENTS
DrRECf FACfORY TO YOU

GROUP Dl COL \'TS
0 Ml IMUM ORDER

CHICAGO
KNITTING
MillS
3344 W. MONTROSl CHICAGO
1-773-463-1464
CAll/WRITE FOR FREE DESIGN KIT

Potty Please!
AuBryn Thompsom
Beasley Academy Center
Keefe and Seneca Ammon's
parents arc su1ng Cufle Math &
Sc1ence Academy The lawsuit 1s the
result of the twelve year old coustns
bemg dented the nght to usc the
bathroom. On one occaswn, Seneca
got to the point where he started
moving m his cha1r and felt leakage.
Another tunc, Keefe wasn' t allowed
to go to the bathroom c1ther. Aficr
lastmg as long as they could, the
boys decided to go to the bathroom

Without the teacher 's pcnntsston,
they were both suspended. Thctr
attomcy Blake llorw111:, says,
"Pnsoncrs usc the bathroom mon:
than these lods " Pmcwswtre com.
states that the law-.utt atms to stop
~chool offictals from enforcmg a rule
where by students can usc the
bathroom once a day According to
the principal , "All students have two
daily bathroom breaks as well us
extras tfthcy need to."
I tmugme 1f I had to usc the
bathroom and was told, " NO" and

then wet on mysclt'l'd be a
" laughmg ~tocJ..." at the s hoot That
docsn 't sound cool I agree the
cousm~ should ha' e walked out and
usc the bath room
A family member had a s1mllar
cxpencncc at the school. respected
the w1shcs of the teacher and then
had an accident. My parents have
now gtvcn me the pcmusston io go
to the bathmom when I need to go.
I low '' ould you handle th1s
~IIUUIIOn 'l
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Schools of the 21 st
Century

Urban Prep to
Begin a Second .Year

Aquantee Hendricks

Deontae Moore

Olive Harvey Middle College

Urban Prep

The idea that Olive Harvey Middle College is inferior to other schools in
Chicago despite their 100 percent graduation rate is a complete
misconception. "Olive Harvey Middle College has helped my child reach
new heights," says Teena Hendricks, the parent of a Middle College student.
"This program has given my child new and exciting experiences that public
schools never had, she has gone on trips upon trips and is even taking
college and advance placement classes. She never would have had these
opportunities in [Gwendolyn Brooks College Prep Academy] that school,"
Hendricks reiterates. This seems to be the overall reaction of a Jot of the
parents of middle college students. " It gave me a second chance and made
me realize that the real world isn't going to take it easy," says ldelia
Wheeler, a student attending the middle college. " I think it's better than
public school." When you go to the Middle College, you feel home. As you
walk into the school, you will notice pictures of students of past and present
adorning the walls, and the faculty there is happy and willing to help give
students a new future. You hear every teacher in the school say, "I Jove my
job," and you can tell that they mean it. They're so willing and committed to
their jobs, and so are the students they teach and serve. Olive Harvey has
bread successful students, some of who have come back to teach at the
school. With more than 60 percent of the faci lity being Alumni, it is easy to
see they have something going that not only other alternative schools can
learn from, but public schools as wel l.

Urban Prep Charter Academy for Young Men continues to make
history. Urban Prep is another year older and it promises to be bigger than
ever. Urban Prep is switching gears this year! Now it's packed with
sophomores and freshmen, who were celebrated to be, part of the extravagant
all boys' charter school: Urban Prep is setting the bars high, and some
predict that this will be a good year.
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How will the freshmen act around the sophomores who have created
what had started with Urban Prep? Urban Prep teachers and staff are
working hard to make this year the best. Assistant Principal of Urban Prep,
Mr. Benjamin Blakely believes that they are off to a pretty good start. He
also commented that, "UP still needs some work." English teacher Sean
O'Brien said that he wants to design a curricular activity to get closer to the
students. Urban Prep is putting forth maximum amount of effort to make this
year their best year.
As the freshmen were added to the family, Urban Prep prepares for
what could be an exciting new year. The sophomores are even improving;
their behavior seems to be better than ever. What more can Urban Prep asks
for, but j ust getting the year started!

Ivy League Schools
Baaba Grant
Bogan High School
Twenty piles of college applications were on Stephanie Hernandez's desk
the summer before her senior year. Among them were applications from Yale,
Princeton, and Dartmouth.
What do all these schools have in common? They are members of
the Ivy League. The prospects of gaining acceptance in any of these schools
are almost "quixotic" since the high school she has been attending for the past
three years has been on probation for more then a decade. However, she opted
to give it a try.
Admissions to l vy League schools are high selective and limited to
students with the best secondary school education- preferably those from
private a selective-enrollment schools.
"Students from open-enrollment schools should do early applications
because colleges and universities arc edger to see these students' enthusiasm
about obtaining a high education degree, which increases their chances of
getting accepted," said Ms. Holly Moore of Bogan High School, who is also a
professor at Loyola University in Chicago.
Early admissions increase the chances of a ll applicants. During
selection, what pool of applicants are admission officers selecting fr om openenrollment schools? They are accepting applications from those who have
exhibited great leadership skills like Stephanie or, those fonn selectiveenrollment schools.
Many high school teachers advise students to research their schools first-

if it is selective-enrollment school- before presenting the individual aspect of
their applications. This is an example of how students from selectiveenrollment schools are preferable, not only to colleges and universities but
also to high school teachers.
A major determining factor of admittance to an Ivy League Schools is the
college applications essay- that offers limited number of word range- that th e
essay should not surpass. "How am I supposed to give college admission
officers a sense of who I am?" said Stephanie Hernandez "and how far 1 have
come in only 500 words?"

lfoH am I \upposed to give

college admis~ion

officerL~ i1

sense of who I am? And hou·
(ar 1 have come in on(v 500
Rarely do students from open-enrollment school attempt to apply to Ivy
League Schools. " It is not wise to apply when you're not going to get in
based on the academic status of your school," said Wosen Ayele, a senior
from Bogan High School.
With this lack of morale that is evident in open-enrollment schools like
mine, how will these students move up the social ladder that society has
placed before them?
Stephanie is one of the few students who dared to apply who knowing
how low her chances of acceptance in an Ivy League School are.

•

LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

JOURNALISM

GET A SUPERIOR EDUCATION
IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO
• Study journalism at Loyola, ranked a top national university and best value by U.S. News &
World Report, and respected by media and employers across Chicago-and worldwide.
• learn professional journalism skills at Loyola's Water Tower Campus, off Chicago's
Magnificent Mile, close to media, business and culture.
• Gain hands-on experience through available internships.
• Develop a reporting speciality in business, education, political science, religion or in any
of Loyola's more than 70 undergraduate minors.
• Cultivate problem-solving abilities with courses on ethics and values.

LOYOLA
UHIVUSOTY CHICAOO

----~1 Visit: www.luc.edu/learnmore13
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A Compilation of Some
''Odd Crimes''
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Elizabeth Lopez
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Walter Payton College Prep
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As you may or may not have
noticed, these past few months have
been riddled with odd or even
amusing crimes. Among the many,
some include a naked burglar, polite
thief, licking mugger, Wai-Mart
return gone wrong, and Chimney ex.
According to the Associated
Press, on September 19 in
Evansville, Indiana police and fue
officials were called to a women's ex
boyfriends attempted to lower
himself into her apartment through
the owner of the apartment attempted
to stop them by blocking their way
and requesting they leave him to die.
He was removed and charged with
disorderly conduct and interfering
with a fuefighter, but one can't help
but sympathize somewhat with the
owner, as a huge chunk of her wall
destroyed in the process of removing
him, and be was attempting to enter
her bouse through the
chimney ... without Santa's
permission
ln another similar incident, in
Berlin on Friday, September 28th, a
27 year old who drank too much at
Oktoberfest went to stay with

Almost
Home by
Jessica Blank
Book Review
Lori Moody
Curie High School
Gritty, edgy, raw; these are only a
few words that describe Jessica
Blank's dark novel. Almost Home, in
a sense, is a story about a girl who
could never find her place in the
world. Through five other main
characters, the author tells their sides
of the story, shedding light on Tracy,
our main character's past and the
effect she had on the other lost teens

friends, found they weren't home,
and attempted to enter from another
roof from the bouse next door. He
ended falling into a chimney (head
first) . Rescued by a janitor and fire
officials, be flfSt fl ipped himself over
and somehow removed his clothing
in trying to free himself. .. He's only
suffered minor injuries, despite the
I 00 foot fall.
On a different note, according to
KNDC.com, on September 9 in
Santee California, a botched return at
Wai-Mart eventually led to a SWAT
team intervention. A 52-year-old
man attempting to return ammunition
to the store was refused, and
consequently tlueatened to kill the
employees. He tried this same return
at another Wal-Mart store, was
refused again, went into the parking
lot, fired shots into the air an drove
off. Witnesses got his license plate
number, and later in the day SWAT
team officials and the Sheriffs
department surrounded his trailer and
attempted to take him out. After
·many hours and methods, he was
removed and arrested.

entirely naked. Easy arrest there ...
Also of course, the notorious
"Polite Robbers" who, according to
the Sun Times, on August 8 in a
Southwest Side park, remained
courteous as they robbed a dozen or
more teens of their phones, money
and any other objects of value. They
were nice enough to retain an insulin
kit, and say please and thank you,
even as two of three held guns to the
teens.
ln an evident act of sexual
gratification, one woman who was
mugged found herself the recipient
of an odd form of affection: feet lick
from her mugger.

Another odd crime for sexual
gratification is a cable company
worker, 26 years old, who, according
to MSNBC.com, pleaded guilty to
stealing over 1500 pairs of women's
shoes from high school and middle
schools he visited. He had evidently
pr.eviously been required to undergo
probation, counseling and
community service after similar shoe
stealing incidents.

Some more routine crimes gone
odd include a robbery in which the
robber ended running away scared,
living out on the streets with no home
to call their own.
Our story starts off with Eeyore,
a 12 year-old girl who runs away
with Tracy after a traumatic
experience at school, but we soon
find out she's running away from
something greater. Tracy leaves
Eeyore one night as she sleeps behind
a dumpster of a restaurant. Then we
meet the rest of the gang. There's
Squid, who never had a proper
family, so he tries to create a new
family he has made on the streets,
which soon includes Critter, a heroin
dealer with movie star looks, a
disgruntled punk from Utah, Rusty
who moved to L.A. to be with his noshow boyfriend, and smart Laura
who ran away from home to frnd
something more meaningful and

bigger than herself. These characters
are all connected to Tracy in many
different ways. Through these
individuals, she finds out where
"home" really is. The entire novel is
written in first person narratives, and
we get a front row seat into the lives
and feelings of these individuals,
whom at first the reader would think
have absolutely nothing in common
with one another. This book touches
on those basic human feelings of
regret, betrayal, and loss that anyone
can relate to.
By the end, I was left wanting
more. Some of the characters could
have been developed more and
expanded further. I wanted to know
about Rusty and Squid's past, and r
felt something was missing from
many of the character's make up in

PureOiogy
Anti-fade Complex
NE Staff Writer
PureOlogy anti-fade
complex is a specialized
treatment that helps
straighten and smooth hair.
PureOlogy keeps colortreated hair smooth, soft,
and tangle free. PureOlogy
locks out humidity, but
keeps hair shiny and clean.
The aroma of PureOlogy is
pleasant and it is light on
the scalp. There are three
products in the straightening
system: Super Straight
Shampoo, , Super Straight
Conditioner and Super
Straight Relaxing Serum.
PureOlogy products are
available at select spas and
salons nationwide, with
prices ranging between $2022. Visit:
www.pureology.coni for
locations.

the puzzle. However, without saying
much, Jessica Blank managed to
delve quite deeply into these
characters and their psychological
motivations, which made them seems
all more human, and their
experiences real. If you're looking
for a novel of fluff, this isn't the
novel for you. The book is a bit too
graphic for younger readers, but just
enough to set the edgy mood, never
bothering to censor its crude
language. Very. refreshing; I
recommend this book to anyone
looking for something new and
interesting to read.
4 stars out of 5

****

YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND ANOTHER JOB

"
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WHY NOT DO SOMETHING YOU LOVE?
Life's too short to spend it just making a living . At Flashpoint Academy, we
help our students learn how to make a difference. Because great jobs and
careers don't happen unless you make them happen . Life 's like that.
We teach our students both the "how" and the " why " of things because
anyone who knows " how" can get a job, but the ones who know ''why" will
always be their bosses. Which are you planning to be?
And we only teach what we really know - four exploding digital skill sets - the
industry-specific tools you'll need to get a great job today and to make a difference tomorrow. So come see us for a tour and an inte rview and remember:
Fun Is the One Thing that Money Can't Buy
,...l __L] <__
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Chicago's first digital media arts college, offering nn intensive two yenr program tor l1igl1 scllool
gmduates nncl adult learners in four digital disciplines :
FILM

I

RECORDING ARTS

Classes

be~Jill

I

VISUAL EFFECTS & ANIMATION

I

GI\ME DEVELOPMENT

September 2007. f-01 furilwr information. plc<lSC contact Bruce
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Drastic Decrease in
Illinois' Public High
School Test Scores
Veronica Harrison
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Columbia College
On September 19, reading and math test results for public high school
students in Illinois were released. The results? Not so good. The 2007
statewide test results, test scores in both reading and math took its sharpest
decrease in the last five years. ironically, during that time, elementary
reading and math scores increased. Statewide passing scores on the grade
school exams increased to 78.7 percent, a small increase from 77 percent last
year. So what's happening with Illinois' public high school students' test
scores?
Principals of Illinois' public high schools have realized that students
don't take the state portion of the exam seriously because there are no
consequences if they fail it.
According to State Education Superintendent, Christopher Koch, the
state needs to "look at the rigor and the relevance of our standards and make
sure that they stack up to national comparison."
Juniors in high school passed only 52.6 percent of the state math, science
and reading exams. The passing rate last year was 54.3 percent. Reading
scores took a much bigger tumble with only 54 percent of students meeting
standards. ln comparison, last year only 58 percent of students met the
standards.
"I don't think it demonstrates a failure in high school," said Koch." We
need to look at targeting our money and efforts to specific schools that need
the most help."

Teachers who don't Pay Enough
Attention to the Kids that
Really Need Help
Jessica Ross
Perspectives Calumet High School ofTechnology
Parents, do you every wonder why your children come home
frustrated everyday? I might have a good theory why: teachers are really
focusing on the students that might need extra help in the classroom.
Sometimes, it's the noise levels or the classroom is overcrowded. This
environment is bad equally for the teacher and the student. Especially, if the
student really wants to learn and can't because of other distractions and
circumstances.
My question is, why are teachers passing students that can't hardly
read or write and don ' t have enough math skills? Teachers should stop and
think about what is going on around them and take more time out with the
students that are a bit behind. The students who really need the extra help
and support should see their teacher(s) on an individual basis.
We know that discipline is a number one priority. Without it, where
would we be? Students would be "signing" to others, some arc trying to read
while others are talking in class; that's not a class with discipline! There are
some students who choose to be disobedient, but we arc talking abut the
exception, and not the rule. I attend Perspectives Calumet lligh School of
Technology and our school1s so disc1plincd, we can' t even say "shut up".
With a small amount of students in each class, no one talks out of tum and
arc better organized. I thmk every school should be structured like my
school.

From Prison Cells to
Dorm Rooms
Samori Wood
Columbia College
According to the Census Bureau's data released in 2006, "Three times
as many Blacks and 2.7 times as many His panics live in prison cells as in
college dorms." What's not mentioned is that this data is not categorized into
specific groups such as gender and age. How accurat~ can this data be when
the majority of Black and Hispanic college students' ages' range from 18 to
24, and the average prison inmate age is 25 and older. ln the 1980s the ratio
of black college students living in dorm to prison inmates was about equal,
and Hispanic in dorms outnumbered those in prison.
Are most Blacks and Hispanics destined for prison? Minorities that live
in the inner city often grow up in areas where the public schools they attend
are predominantly the same race. ln these schools, sometime the curriculum
is lower, there are fewer funds for books and other extracurricular activities,
and the teachers are not highly qualified to teach. Some of these students
have no one to help him or her after school with problems they might have,
regarding homework and other major issues that they might be facing.
Students who attend these types of schools are not given the same
advantages and opportunities as students who attend a private school or even
a well-established school.
Can this be changed? Can we ever achieve equal opportunities for all
students; this way there won't be concerns about students living in a college
dorm rather than a prison cell. There needs to be funding for public schools
that lack everything young growing students need to make the most of their
dreams and goals. There should be more volunteers who can be involved and
assist students by helping them anyway they can before school, after school
and on weekends. If more of an effort into helping these students, there
wouldn ' t be questions such as, "Why are there so many in jail?" Instead
we'll be asking, "How are we going to house all these new incoming
students?"

Teen Group Glances
Toward College
Stephanie Davis
Morgan Park High School
Make a Difference Youth Foundation is an organization for students
K- 12th grade to better their education, communication, and college
preparation skills. The organization's program has three steps: Listen, Learn,
and Lead. They plan to teach the youth how to be better young ladies and
gentlemen to value their education. With two offices located on 103rd and
Green, this organization has been keeping youth out of trouble and in class
for over twenty years.
Under Make a Difference Youth Foundation is a teen college- bound
group entitled Teens For a New Tomorrow. This group is for high school
students from all over the city working to create their steps toward higher
education. This group is year row1d and does community service projects,
co llege tours, fundraisers, mentoring, and tutoring.
The Executive Board of the group consists of the President
Stephanie Davis ( 16), the City-Wide President Nicolette Listenbee (15), and
Senior Vice-President Oshenc Fox ( 15). These arc the members of the group
who nm the meeting, set up trips, and handle other career and volunteer
affairs.
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TOKYOPOP Helping you Study
Autumn Reese

Autumn Reese

Columbia College

Columbia College
KAPLAN has been a source of
educational assistance for over 70 years.
They offer a wide range of programs to
assist students on any level in regards to
test preparation. One way that they
assist high school students, outside of
their ACT/SAT prep courses, is a "Road
to College Checklist. ·• This Checkhst
offers detailed information about what
you should accomplish and when you
should accomplish it, throughout your
high school career.

Junior Year Fall

High School students typically don't
want to spend their time srudymg and
working towards college, at least not
until their juruor or semor years.
However, from the moment you start,
your actions are pavmg the path towards
your future. Whatever you do m lugh
school, and how well you apply yourself
can make or break your college career
No need to worry though, if you follow
some of these guidelines that KAPLAN
bas laid out, you will have no problem
gettmg to college, or when you fmally
get there.

• Prepare for spnng AT. ACT, AT II
and AP Exams
• Develop a preltmmary college ltst
w1th your gwdance coun elor
• Begm v1S1tmg colleges of interest
• Plan a ummer of meamng, ment and
fun
• Plan a emor year <;chedule, conunue
to take of AP and Honor. courses
• Do your best on the spring ACT or
SAT

Freshman Year
• Develop Strong Study Sk.tlls
• Become Aware of your school's course
offerings

Sophomore Year
• Take advantage of free PSAT practice
tests
• Meet w1th your guidance counselor or
other college advisors in the spnng to
discuss your II th grade schedule and
goals
• Take appropriate SAT U tests
• Begin attending college fairs and open
houses; continue throughout senior
year
• Explore summer programs that will
develop interests and reinforce skllls
• Prepare for the October PSAT over the
summer

• Search for college matchmg your
mterests and preferences
• Plan campus v1sits and request
add1uonal matenals from ~chools
• Do your best on the PSAT in October
• Begm re earchmg tinanc1al a1d and
scholarship opporrumtte

Junior Year Spring

Senior Year Fall
• Reque t letters of recommendallon
• Mamtam a strong G.P.A throughout
semor year
• Complete your appltcauons and send
them out
• Last chance to take the SAT, ACT or
SAT II
• If you d1dn ' t get m early dec1s1on,
subm1t the rest of your appltcat1ons
• Fill out the FAFSA and/or CSS profile
• Work w1th your gu1dance counselor or
other college adv1sors to detennme
any scholarship opportumties

Senior Year Spring
• Make sure to get t1ps and adv1ce
before your mterv1ews
• PrOJeCt costs and resources after
receiving financial awards notices
• Begm learning how to manage money
and establish an a llowance plan for
school
• Prepare yourself mentally for the
workload
• Learn about your career options and
how KAPLAN can help

Kaplan in coordination with "fOKYOPOP", have unveiled a new
way in whicb they are helping high school students p~ for th~ SAT
and ACT tests. through online comic books. The com:t.c book senes
assists w1th vocabulary building by placing the most commonly asked
questions throughout the text of the online comics. The definitions of
all of the words are placed in the margins of the pages.
So far the series features "Warcraft: Dragon Hunt", "Psy-Comm"
and "Van Von Hunter".
'"TOKYOPOP" is a youth-oriented entertainment brand that is set to
change the way that teenagers experience pop culture. "MANG~" itself
representes a $5 billion global market in 2005. The two comparues
united, based on the demand for the product, the bigb percentage of
students wbo take ACT or SAT tests and the goal to pro\ide an
innovative, trendy way for students to study.
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Teen Chicago
Experience
the chicago history
museum
Photo by Chicago Htstory Museum
This summer. I worked on the
Chicago History Museums Teen
Council. Its a panel of high school
students form around the city.
Together. we're working on an
eYhibit called, "Catholic Chicago".
We are mterviewing a variety of
Catholic Chicagoans so that they
may share their Catholic stories
with the world.
My time at the museum has
been an enlightening one. ]never
would have guessed that
Catholicism has impacted Chicago
so much. As part of our summer
internship, we covered subjects that
link both Chicago and Catholic
faith, like architecture, social
action, and education. We visited
churches in the area, like St.
Michaels, and were privileged to
have knowledgeable Chicagoans
speak with is about the histoty of
their churches. These institutions
are more than brick buildings: they
are sanctuaries in which a
community can come together to
express and enjoy their Catholic
faith . If1 could describe my time at
CHM in hi-'O words. they would be
'coming rogerher ". This idea of
umting is apparent throughout
Clucago, and a snapshot of this is
our Teen Council. We come from
different backgrounds, different
neighborhoods, but here at the
museum. we join together to share
our passion for historyc

-Elizabeth Nolan
My time at the Chicago History
Museum has been an interesting

experience. At this internship I
have seem anything and evetything.
One day we visited a church and
the next we are in Hyde Park at a
"Pedagogical Factory", all in the
name of the "Catholic Chicago"
exhibition. 1 am part of a Teen
Council of nine people representing
different neighborhoods and
cultures of the city. Together we
have researched and worked with
Marie Scatena to put together an
exhibit displaying Catholics impact
on Chicago and its impact on the
them. Our goal is to collect fifty
oral interviews in time for the
March, 2008 opening. The Teen
Council created all the questions in
a arduous process and we are
beginning to interview selfidentified Chicago Catholics. I
anticipate hearing excellent stories
and a great learning experience. I
am extremely excited!

-Alyssa Meza

investigate that history on a
personal/eve/. As a non-Catholic.
I was fascinated by Catholic beliefs
and traditions, but what tntngued
me even more was how densely
Catholicism is woven into the
fabnc ofour city s history. The
Catholic Chicago exhibit will
reveal how deeply influen tial
Catholicism has been in shaping
the city. This is a history that not
many know or appreciate, and is
one that needs to be told, especially
since there has always been such a
huge Catholic population in
Chicago. We have visited many
beautiful churches whose spires dot
the city s skyline, little did I know
that our city held such beautiful
architectural gems as could be
found in Rome and Florence. I feel
honored to work at the Chicago
History Museum, and can ~ wait to
see the finished product when it
opens.

-Nathan Bishop
This summer I was lucky
enough to be hired by the Chicago
History Museum and join their
Teen Council for the Catholic
Chicago program. Eight teens
from all over Chicago and I
learned the elaborate workings of
the museum world, from
understanding how to build an
exhibit geared to attract nine yearaids to seeing the amazingly
delicate and tedious practices of
the paper conservation lab. Our
main focus over the summer was,
however. to research the Catholic
history of Chicago and form a
script of interview questions to

On June 25th 2007 we began
the long and yet unfinished process
of collecting a collection of oral
histories at the Chicago history
museum. Immediately we were
immersed in articles, timelines and
maps of Catholic churches in
Chicago. We worked at the
mtlSeum Monday through Friday
from 10-4, with an hour lunch. I
worked with 8 other teens, 2
interns, a Merit scholar and Marie
Scatena (our boss). Daily we
would read news paper articles and
stories. Every once in a while we
would visit a church either by a

guided or self tour. I enJoyed
seeing the architecture and the
stain glass windows: every church
was !tke stepping tnto a museum. A
large part of our days were devoted
towards making a script for the
interviews we would be conductmg.
The biggest surprise of the summer
was driving and realizing Catholic
influence and churches in the city, I
never would have realized before
this summer. All in all, thts
summer was a very good
expenence. I met new people,
noticed new things and learned
how to make a strong and effective
interviewing script.

-Christian Harris
Being chosen for the teen
council has been a very rewarding
experience for me. I was excited
about the opportunity to work in
the museum environment because it
was different from anything that I
was used to. I've gotten to work
with really amazing people and
gotten to do some very great things
and I would not trade this
experience for anything in the
world. I have learned that working
in a museum is not as boring as
you may think and that anything is
fun when you are passionate about
it. Most importantly, I have learned
the value of good teamwork IS
priceless. I will never forget all of
the things that I have done while
being apart of the teen counctl and
I hope that I never do

-Yasmine Scott
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Year-Round Schools is a Good
Thing
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What is a "media outlet"?
A "medta outlet" is any form of access that an
tnstitulion uses to communtcate oulstde
Information to you.
Th1s "instJtulion" can be a large corporation. like
lime Warner, or a not-for-profit agency, like
New Express1on.
Types of "media outlets" mclude.
Newspapers. like The Chicago Tnbune
• or New Express1on
Magaz1nes, like Newsweek or Cosmo
• Gtrl
Broadcast Television, like MTV or your
• local news
Rad1o Stations, like National Public
• Radio or 107.5 WGCI
Internet•, like www.newexpresston.org
• or www.nytimes.com
All medta outlets communicate mformahon to
you by edtlino and/or translatmQ.
*The internet is currenUy not completely
regulated by the FCC.

Bndgctte Hun

Yates Elementary School

n

Year-round schools are good for the commumty because the ctuldren wtll e able to learn
more than they would at school that arc 10 c ston only 180 days of the year. Go10g to school
longer, students typically have h1ghcr test score . 1l1ere IS a 95~o chance that a student will get
mto a better htgb school becau e of thetr te1>t scores. AI o the children and young adults are
learmng faster than other students.

N
0
0

Wh1le some students that have a summer vacation and forgettmg everytlung that they
have learned, studcnL~ gomg year-round are cootmuously leanung. They still have holidays and
weekends to JUSt be themselves, have fun and to relax wtth friends and fan1ily. 1 thmk that we
::.hould have more chool gotng year-round 10 Ch1cago. How about you?

Year- Round Schools
shouldn't Exist
Miriam Brabham

more negotiating power in business; for example, they
are able to get better deals from recording artis ts. [o
Chicago, four "Big Media" compantes control over 50%
of our local news market. These compames are Tribune
Company, News Corporation, General Electnc, and
Disney.
Why? Should teenage Chicagoans care? What do
YOU think? Here are the facts - you decide where you
stand.
ln 200 words or less, share your thoughts with NE:
What would you do if you were the FCC? What solution
do you propose?
Several selected responses will be printed in our next
issue. Please submit by November 16 to philc~youth
comm.org.

Sources
http://www.fcc.gov/
http://www.commoncause.org/at(/cfl%7BFB3C 17£2CDD I -4DF6-92BEBD4429893665%70 /FALLO UT_FROM THE_ TELE
COMM_ ACT 5-9-0S .PDF
http://www.freepress.net/news/26488
http://www.commondreams.org/news2007/09 I 918.htm
http ://www.chicagodefender.com/pagc/loca l.cfm?1\rtic
lefD- 9845
http://www.suntimes.com/news/othcrviews/574585,CS
T-EDT-douglas26.article
http://www.fcc.gov/telecom.html

0

St. Scholastica Academy
In my opm1on, year-round schools bouldn't extst becau e. for some younger duldren. a
parent has to find a daycarc program for them for there aren't enough ummer camp that are
opened from March through the ummer month. for the students that go to chool longer than
180 days. By oot havmg enough alternative programs ava1lable. parents have limited option to
choose from. There arc many opttons, hke day care. baby-situng and church-run programs for
parents to look at The e are hard to choose from bccau::.e tt tn\ olves etther more money or time
off from work. In the worst case scenano the chtld would be !ell "home nlone". Thi:. can be an
expensive venture for some parcnL~ whose children might not receive a scholarship to summer
camp program.

!his might also present a problem jorfami!)
racation time: seeing that vacation times may vary
d(jj'e1: When vacation time doesn ~ match up it
becomes Izard to get together with fami~l'for
vacations and reunion ·.
This may a lso present a problem for the older kids they won't be able to get a steady job
over the 1r break . By having difl'erent vacations in d1ITerent months. they cun't work at a job
continuously for U1rce monU1s and learn" real life "work ethics.
For kids that have the summer ofT, they arc able to get into programs with other kids around
the same time. Kids, who partletpate in a summer program, learn to get jobs tl1at teach them
responsibility for a longer penod of time. They Clln also participate in longer prO!,'Ttlms for
learning, and lhey also learn longer to udupt better to the college routine.
All in all I believe that semester ktds are getting a better educauon by havmg conststcm:y
and things that will better them for the rest of their lives.
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Contraceptives
and Teens
Elizabeth Lopez
Walter Payton College Prep
I've come in contact with a
considerable number of teens who
know nothing about sex,
contraceptives, or pregnancy. Each
time, I've found that their views on
all three topics are irrational,
illogical, or otherwise non-existent.
Although lack of parental
advisory and scarcity of
comprehensive sex education
programs give contribution to this
ignorance, the teens themselves play
the biggest part. Many teenagers
don 't take the prerogative to
individually research the topic.
It's been consistently proven
that the basic root of teen pregnancy
is ignorance. Each person should be
taught responsibility for their sexual
health, and should be able to take
initiative on anything to do with their
body, regardless of their situation.
Sadly, most are not.
Like many others, I have
witnessed acquaintances and beard
about young teens who have become
pregnant, carried child to term,
suffered miscarriages, bad abortions,
etc. in man such situations, I've
found that adverse effects are much

more likely to the mother and
children. Whether it was the
emotional trauma of any of the above
outcomes, the physical strain on the
body or the psychological effects,
unplanned pregnancies at a young
age will always significantly alter
those involved. Most of all, it alters
the control of their own future, and
their ability to provide for
themselves and gain independence.
I'm not saying teens aren't
responsible, because as one, I know
we are as capable as adults. What
I'm saying is that no teen deserves
that kind of pressure that soon in life.
We're too young; we have too much
to live for, and too much to deal with
as it is. Children can wait until a time
when they become financially,
emotionally and physically ready for
pregnancy. As most teen mothers can
attest to, pregnancy at that age is
more prone to leave its mark on
mother and child, what with higher
rates of premature births, etc.
At 30, a close friend has
suffered from pain, arthritis, and
bones forced to widen before fully
developed because of her pregnancy
at 17. Pregnancy and the decisions
that come with it are bard enough to
deal with when you're older; have a

n
satisfying life and be dependent
enough to decide on when to having
a baby. She's never regretted her
decision or resented her child, but
she cannot deny her future was
restricted. She could never give at
that age what she received from her
parents, and was only able to do so
with her family's support. It's not
always about being a single parent,
or a young one; it's about being
unprepared.
If you' re a teen and think
your ready to have baby, consider •
about how you would feel about
being a teen parent. Don't just focus
on the positive aspects, i.e. "they'd
understand me, they' ll be younger
and funnier." Think about liow you
would feel if your mother were
struggling to be with you plus
working and finishing school, what
about if you lived with your
grandparents and they simply didn't
have the resource to provide for you
and the baby. Everything you' re
likely to face when your not self
dependent your child will have to
face as well.
Instead of believing "I'm
not going to have sex, now or
perhaps ever so I don't need to be
ready. People who will should be."
You should always be informed.
Because according to many studies,
including one by Yale and Columbia
University, 88 percent of teens who
pledge abstinence break their vow
and are more likely to be unprepared,

because they refused to learn or
research any other method of
prevention. In the event that you
have sex, you want to know what can
happen, how to let it happen, and
everything else that will and can
keep you secure.
If your school doesn't have
a comprehensive Sex Ed Health
Class,-and even if it does,-other
sources are easily found; although
you should assure the reliability of
these sources. Some good websites to
start with are http://www.teen
advise.about.com,
http://www.teengrowth.com, of
course there are many more.
Remember that not planning
ahead for neither sex, nor being
prepared to protect yourself are bad
things. In fact it's quite the opposite!
Don't be afraid to ask people you
trust about contraceptives,
pregnancy, or sex. Most importantly,
don't be afraid to consider and
question yourself. For example, if
you decide to purchase
contraceptives such as condoms.
Remember to keep track of
expiration dates, read directions to
make sure you use them properly
because most situations in which
condoms fail to preyent pregnancy
are caused by misuse. Also be sure to
store them in secure easy-to access
places, not your wallet because the
constant friction will damage them.
Basically inform yourself, and know
what's best for you

The New Generation Fighting
-Schools at war against EACH OTHER
Sehara Garmon
ACT Charter School

School wars are in some way
more dangerous then gang wars.
School wars happen in an
environment that is suppose to be
safe for all students, but students
make it unsafe for themselves.
These wars usually happen between
high schools rather than elementary
or middle schools.
A school war consists of
different schools battling with each

other and the competition
sometimes becomes violent. The
majority of times, school wars start
at some type of sports event such as
a football game or even a
basketball game. While Englewood
High School and Hyde Park were
fighting each other outside of
school, they were fighting on the
football field. (Pruter, Robert.
Englewood vs. Hyde Park. 19962007 fHSA). Events like this
happen when one team is losing
and "can' t stand the heat, but don' t
want to get out of the kitchen." Just
like the person who is "hot" in the

I

kitchen and doesn' t want to leave,
the losing team doesn't want to
leave their name in shame. The
school who wins and sometimes the
whole school get involved and
there you have it, school rivalry.
Most of these "wars"
happen at one or two schools and
somewhere between the two school
locations. Most times these "wars"
take place after school is dismissed
and sometimes they happen on the
weekends. This happened in Kane
County where a 20-year-old man
died when two rival schools
planned to meet up to fight. The

man got caught in the middle of it
where he was beaten with various
weapons (High School Rivalry
Turns Deadly. abc7.com).
What can we do to stop the
rivalry? We as young people have
to realize that we were born equal
and what I fail at, YOU may do a
better job. How can we be the "next
generation" when we're fighting
each other and killing ourselves?
We, as young adults and with
brilliant minds, have to realize we
play a major roll in our futures and
have to take hold of our
responsibilities.

editorial /opinion ''
z

Children of all ages
terrorizing:
-taking down adults
Edward Ward
Excel Academy
Children to Ctucago are terronzrng the treets. As I walked through the streets
of my oe1ghborbood, It ctid not eem anythmg hke the famous 1mage of
..Chicago". The unage that I visualiZe now ts nearly unbelievable.
Standing in my living room, I beard a lot of commotiOn outside When I
looked out the wmdow, I saw over twenty ch1ldren beaung an elder man nearly to
his death. I feel that v10lence IS gettmg far too out of hand

Only a day later, I saw the same young children
harming an older homeless man ~t·ho Mas ronningfor
his life, while the hooligans continued to attack him
"K-ith :rticks, pole:r, ban. and eggs. Within thaJ same
day, two more adults were attacked with eggs and
glo:rs bottle:r.
In my opmjoo, we need to start a neighborhood watch I feel it 1s a hame that
adults cannot walk the streets without be10g harmed by ch1ldrcn The very next
day nearly the same thing happened. The young ch1ldren attempted to harm
another adult, but th•s adult was able to get away We must do omethmg about
these cb1ldren before 11 1s too late!

Acting White,
Acting Educated?
Miria m Brabbam
t.

St Scbolastica Academy
When you are a "guest" 10
someone's house, it's reasonable to
believe that you would be on your best
bebav10r and show good manners. The
recent behavior of 55 gang members is
in question on bow they shou ld be
punjshed. Most of these gang members
have been prev1ously conv1cted of
violent cnmes like rape, robbery, the
discharge of a firearm and other
charges. The question now 1s, should
the police be trained to start deporting
minority violent offenders? Many
people believe that the pollee will abuse
thjs power and start the proces~ of
finding any "Non-American" people
they can find .

I was talking to a fnend of m10e the other day and be sa1d to me,
'"Wh)' arc you acting so wh1te'~" I smiled and then, on a whim, asked,
"What 1 11 that make me come off as whlle?" He ·n1d, "It' the way you
talk and tho ·e b1g words you usc." I laughed and re!.ponded w1th ..Oh, so
actmg wh1te IS acung educated'~" He mJied and a1d, "Yeah"' as he
climbed the platform of the tram A I walked awa)', 1 was stunned How
could 11 be that after all the years, the hard work, the beaungs and Jruling
people went through to get black people an educat1on, w c JU t throw 11
away becau e "we're actmg whnc?"
I thought to my elf and aslo..ed my elf "How can a community of
people let thcmselve be degraded JU. t so they won't act ltke one
another?'' I wondered 1f the black commumty bad !.Omcone to look up to;
maybe 11 would one day be cool to be educated I look at all the many
people that mo t black people loolo.. up to and then 11 hll. thugs. gang ters
and warmabe are m ryle now To alway~ act a fool and be the "Oh my"
of the room 1s what mo ·t thmk • ~ cool But, what I can· understand 1 why
can't we be the '"Ob my" of the room w1th our heads held h1gh and pants
that fit (not too tight, not too loo c)
" But, th1s IS the oc1el) we ll\e m," my fnend ~ay · as . he 1p
her Dolche' de Lcche ' from her tarbucks cup. I miled at her and thought
that we can't JUSt hve hkc that. What 1f Manm Luther Kmg bad a1d,
"That\ the sOCiety we live m" and had never done the ama.zmg thmg be
did?

Taking A Photo Course?

The student's choice
• JS 10iml Vl S 4 8 look~ JtJOm ltn>
• SM.. $f*'d up to 112000 \Oeond
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Misbehaving ''Guests'' NikonFM10
Others believe that 10 th1s
deportatiOn process, famil1es arc betng
separated. I wondered how send10g
someone back to the1r nahve country 1s
worse than send10g them to Jail In the
Unned States, 1f a person comm1ts a
scnous cnmc, they go to Jail and
usually the family can be broken up. In
this case, some people th10k that these
offenders !thould be allowed to stay
w1tb the1r fam11ies to prevent them from
falling apart. How can 11 be when a
Citizen doesn't rece1ve the same
treatment as others who don 't hve here?
Some may argue that the people,
who pay thc1r taxes and contnbutc their
part as members of society, should not
s uffer. These people do not "thmk", yet
n's our taxes that pay for h1m or her to
s1t in Jail
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cholashca Academy

We've got the supplies you need.

Minam Brabham
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Reduced Rate Parkmg ®
Adams -Wabash Self.Park Garage
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Target: Th~ Back to School
Shopping Headquart.e rs
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Thomas Kelly High School
School is back! Everyone
wants to look great for the fall.
Almost every Chicago public
school student takes at least two
weeks to shop for the hottest, most
fashionable trends that are out for
the fall. I personally try to look for
things that scream my name,
something that fits my personality
to the "T." Shopping at Target not
only provides clothing, shoes,
accessories and supplies that fit me.
However, they have a variety of
products for all types, shapes and
sizes.
It's difficult to coordinate
clothes, shoes and accessories for
the entire year. Don't start pulling
your hair out just yet. Target
provides durable backpacks in a
variety of styles and colors. The
most popular is the "Jansport
Supermax" backpack in blue fizz.
You can purchase it for just $24.99,
which is a great price. The
backpack last all school year,
whereas others would wear and tear
within the first semester of school
(see picture).
After choosing a backpack, you
can find clothing that's just for you.
The most popular clothes that are in
for the fall are skinny jeans and
graphic tees. The style that's in for
today is layering and experiencing
with earth tone colors. Target not
only provides these, they have a
wide variety such as bellbottom
jeans, long-sleeved shirts, straightlegged pant and blazers of all
colors. So, if you' re looking for the
perfect outfit, Target is the place to
be.
Even after discovering Target
sells so many fashionable products,
we have to remember that fashion

isn ' t the key to success and Target
makes it clear that education is the
top priority in life. That's why they
sell so many supplies that help
stimulate the growth of young
people's minds. These items
include pencils, pens, calculators,
notebooks, folders and storage bins
($3.99 each). Anything you need
for back to school success can be
found at Target. (See picture)
One of my favorite products,
made by "Crayola," (see picture) is
the erasable highlighters ($3.99).
These could come in handy for
taking notes in class without
making a mess of your paper. But,
if popular is your main goal, then
buying the Imitation USB Flash
Drive ($22.99) should suit you
well. Everybody has one and it is
great for storing important work
done on computer in an efficient
way. (See picture)
Overall, Target is the number
one store for back to school
shopping. They help students
express themselves through
clothing and encourage students to
be proactive in learning by offering
the best educational supplies.
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The 2 Faces of Hip
Hop: Mainstream vs.
Ga·n gster Rap
Bonita Holmes
Pros er Career Academy
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Russell Simmons
Steps Down From -...
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CEO Position
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han il Hop on
Ohve llarvey M1ddle College

A preppy rapper. not cocky, but confident, and a hardcore gang!>ter rapper
who's determmed to be cr0\\1led the best, go head to head both relea~mg thetr
rughly antictpated albums on the same day. Accordmg to MTVcom on Jul y 19, it
had been confirmed by sources that Kanye We t's thtrd CD "Graduation.. had been
pushed up from tts September 18th release and had been slated to come out
September II th along with 50 Cent' CD "Cunts ... Both rappers made an
appearance on the Hot 97 radto show makmg remarks about ho'W they felt about
the compettuon. 50 Cent stated that he would "embra e the compeuuon" and
Kanye state that 50 Cent' "!Get Money" late. t mgle. ts contrary to popular
belief. 50 Cent maae quJte a few controverstal comments taung that he thought
that Kanye 's release date was to be moved
Tuesday, September II , was one of the btgge t day~ in United tate~
hLstory, and an even b1gger day 10 the "'orld of h1p-hop and mu 1c tn general.
Kanye West and 50 Cent were each at each at the edge of thetr seats a.' both of
thetr albums were released A week later on eptember 18th, mustc lover~ across
the world would find out that We t's ..Graduation" came out on top elhng 957,000
during its fLTSt SLX days, accordmg to Btllboard com 50 Cent'' CD carne 1n second
wtth 691 ,000 units sold. Kenny Chesney's CD, "Just Who I Am Poets & Ptrate ",
took third, selling 387,000 cop1es. Billboard com states that the total ale for
Kanye's album are the large t by any album/cd smce 50 Cent's "The Mas acre"_

On August 31, 2007, Rus ell S1mmon.' called 11 qUJts and tepped down
from h1 CEO positiOn 'With Phat Farm 'lothmg. Accordmg to
blackentcrpnse.com. Ru~'ell tmmons sold h1' Phat Farm Clothmg lme in
exchange for 140 million and a chan c to launch h1s new clothmg lme
called, "Atman", or, "Argyle Culture" Th1 new clothmg hne con 1st of
urban concept~"' ith a more mature f\\ 1st m men's' aturc The ne'' Ime 'Wtll
be launched at a firm 10 Ne'W York and "ill hope to gro~~ a large re\enue A
for the Phat farm Emp1re. the dothmg hnc 'Will be m the mo ·t preCIOU:>
hand~ of the "Kell\\ood Compan} ·· that abo hou~e~ other fash1on line
uch
as, Cah m k..lc10 and Ltz la1bome. Ho'Wever. K1mora Lee tmrnon \\3S
reponed a~ the crcauve dtre\.tOr of the Phat Farm l::mptre. o that the clothmg
line" 111 ,uiJ uphold tht: 1mrnon. trad11ion s for Russell tmmons, h1s Ime
~~expected to become a huge succe~~. and 10 hh O\\ n \\Ord~. "l-or thts brand
to be a succe ~. 11 need!> all of my creall\ e energ) and complete focu "

Is Shakespeare

''Too Much?''
Wild N' Out on
the Run-Way
Shanil Hopson
Olive Harvey Middle College
Kirnora Lee Stmmons has done 1t agam, and thts ume, she has done 11 even
bigger. Accordmg to Forbes.com , Ms. Stmmons showcased a fabulous ltnc of
gowns with pteces of elegant Jewelry priced at $80 mtllton. One of the most
expensive necklaces showcased was worth $50 mtllton The necklace p1ece
consisted of a 50-carat canary yellow dtamond accompanted by I 00 prectous whtte
d1amonds. This extravagant necklace ptece was worn w1th a gown that was
encrusted w1th Swarovskt crystals. This new collection of gowns and Jewelry ts her
new collection entitled, "K.LS". The fash10n ltne ts expected to shoot through the
roof in sales, and become one of the hottest collectiOns thts season. She certamly
has, " ba lled out of control", and is, "doing it b1g".

Daniellc Nottgcr
Columbta College
"All the world's a tage, and all the men and 'Women merely player.,,"
"As You Ltkc lt. " TillS eemcd to be the case m Mc~a . rizona U!> ·'The
Complete WorJ,s of Wilham hakcspeare" Wlh bemg perfom1cd for a cro,,d
of 700. 6th through 12th graders
Aller only 40 mmutes 10to th1s hakespearean corned) sho\\, Tara
K1ssane, a lllgley Umfied c hool D1stnct offic1al tem1mated the performance
due to "mappropnate language and very .. uggestl\ e content"
The producer of the show. Paul Barv. \\J S nuher surpn~cd to learn the
show had been stopped I k tell that the aud1cnce w tb .. ,urely not scemg
anyth10g on that stage that they're not sec10g on telev1~1on ...
I lave our standards m soc1ety been IO\\Cred'' Is 11 more appropnate 10 let
ado lescent~ and teens watch shows or listen to mus1c that 1s mtended for a
more mature uud1encc now than 1t was 5 year:. ago'l Who sets these standards
and who dec1des when "too much" 1s really too much'!
Maybe the enure world really 1s a stage und the men und women urc JUSt
p l ayer~ . They, of course, have thctr entrances and the1 r ex lis and will play
many roles m the1r hfct1me. Maybe It 's up to us as u soctety to dctcmune
what ~~ "real " and what an"nct " IS
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I lEE Gives a Jump Start
to Beat Competition

Ruben Sanchez
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CAR REPAIR CAN BE
REWARDING

Almost 100 teens from all over the Midwest participated in UEE's
Youth Entrepreneurship Conference held at Lincolnshire's Conference Center
over three days earlier this year. Awards were given based on meritorious
business plans, presentations, and demonstrated ingenuity. Participants also
were given instructional workshops and access to professional business
people to provide resources and guidance on how to start and operate a
successful business.
According to Ida Manning, Executive Director of !TEE, many
participants appreciated the chance to talk to experts and discuss different
paths to success. They also had chances to meet and work with other teens
and form business teams to compete in problem-solving exercises. They had
· a lot of fun while theyv learned important business skills such as networking
and negotiating. One game paired two teen entrepreneurs for the first time
and required them to come up with a brand new business using parts of their
own business plans.
Business people, who were judges and observers, stated that these
young people demonstrated creativity to launch the next generation of
entrepreneurs.
The next Youth Entrepreneurship Conference will be May 1-3, 2008.
To find out how your business can benefit, visit www.iiee.org or call (3 12)
587-9296.

Benito Juarez
Are you tired of having your car constantly break down? Are you
sick of having to take it in to numerous shops to get it checked and "fixed"?
If so, then you should consider taking your car to NJ Auto Parts.
Nery Martinez, a senior at Kelvyn Park High School is the manager
of the company, which repairs auto parts, including alternators and starters.
The business was started by his father, but Martinez took over about two
years ago after being involved in a business class at school.
"It's kind of a swap," says Martinez. "We take old parts, fix them and
sell them," he says. According to Martinez, they also get new parts from
dealers.
The key to having your own business says Martinez, is, "The harder
you work, the easier it is for your business to succeed."
In the near future, he hopes to franchise NJ Auto Parts and maybe
even start a restaurant company as well.
Nery Martinez is yet another one of the many up and coming young
entrepreneurs around the city. Look for his business, because someday you
might need to know his name!
For more information, please call NJ Auto Parts at (773) 4 14-5812.

BIZ BRIEFS
According to a report published in Crain's
Chicago Business, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports that only 44% of teens
( 16-19) are looking for works, down from
60% 25 years ago.
The Economic Awareness Council
published these reported stats for youth:
50% of college seniors have credit card
debt with an average debt of $3,262.
65% of high school students fail basic
financial literacy tests.
20% of college students with checking
accounts have bounced a check.

Photo by Phil Costello

Nerv Martinez demonstrates NJ Auto Parts business plan.

teens mean business
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What do recent
high school
graduates say
about money?
Obtaining aide is THE hardest part of managing your
finances. TIF
Many students say that keeping a budget and/or track.mg how much they pend
is one of their greatest challenges. Prac11ce now! Set up a y tern for trnck.mg your
expenses. As you spend, write down the exact amount in a notebook or place the
receipt in a box or envelope at horne. Set a ume to regularly record and categonze
your receipts.

If I am in a pinch, I should use a credit card to buy things
that I need. TIF
Many students do not realize that as soon as you are NOT able to pay the
entire amount you owe on your credit card (your balance) for a month you have to
pay extra money (interest) on ANY amount spent unttl you pay off the enure
amount you owe. This S can add up. If you buy a $500 item usmg credit and pay
only the minimum payments of$ I 0, 1t will take 8 years and will cost M40 to pay
this debt off.
Instead, set aside some money for an 'emergency fund'. If you have to use
money from the fund, make a plan to immediately pay the money back. AI ·o, learn
more about how to build a good credit record.

Even though paying for school is tough, it is worth it! TIF
Getting a high school, associate, or college degree greatly mcrease~ the
amount of money you can make over your life. College graduates earn an average
of over $1 ,000,000 more over the1r lifetime than non-graduates. Similarly, htgh
school graduates earn an average of $200,000 more over their lifetime than nongraduates (US Census, 2005). Investing tn education pays!

I'm young and don~ need to worry about insurance. TIF
Many schools offer health insurance for students, and some students arc
covered under their parents' plans. But, if you drop classes, be sure that you
maintain the minimum hours required for insurance or arrange for an extension of
your plan if possible. Get the facts! 40% of recent graduates do not have health
insurance (Parker-Pope, WSJ, 2004). Don' t risk it!

The information contained in this document was compiled to provide educatwnal
information in regard to the subject matter covered. The information is provided
with the understanding that this information is not a legal, financial or accounting
service, nor legal, financial or accounting advice. lf advice or other expert
assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person should be
sought. The information listed should not be considered all inclusive.
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Bill Gates recently delivered a speech at Mt. Whitney
High School in Visalia, California in which he quoted
author Robert Sykes :S book "Dumbing Down our
Children". In the speech, he listed Sykes eleven rules
that high school graduates hould follow. and
understand about what they are facing when they
graduate.
Rule I: Ltfe lS not fair-get used to it.
Rule 2: The world won ' t care about your elf-esteem. The world
w!ll expect you to accomplish omethmg BEFORE you
feel good about yourself.
Rule 3: You will OT make S-W,OOO a year nght out of nigh
school. You won ' t be a vice-pre tdent with a car phone
until you earn both.
Rule 4: If you think your teacher

IS

tough, '"aJt till you get abo

Rule 5: Flipping burger 1s not beneath your d1gnil). Your
grandparent had a dtfferent word for burger flippingthey called it opportumty.
Rule 6: If you me up, it's not your parents' fault, ·o don't whme
about your mt take , learn from them .
Rule 7 : Before you were born. your parent weren't as boring a
they are now. They got that way from payrng your bill .
c leaning your clothes and listening to you talk about how
cool you arc. So before you .. ave the rain fore t from the
parasites of your parents· generation, try de lou ing the
closet in your own room.
R ule 8: Your school may have done a\ ay with winners and
losers, but l1fe ha not. In orne chools they have
abolished failing grade.. and they'll give you as many
times a you want to get the right answer. This doesn' t
bear the slightest resemblance to ANYTHfNG in real life.
R u le 9: Life IS not divided mto semesters. You don't get summers
off and very few employers are intere ted in helping you
find your elf. Do that o n your own time.
Rule 10: Television is NOT real life. In real life people actually
have to leave the coffee shop and go to jobs.
Probably Mr. Gates' favorite--Ru le 11: Be nice to nerds.
Chances are you' II end up working

0
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The peocefill drops upon the motionless sea
The sounds of a dcwe's ay
I hear the sound of the doYe's ay
8ut I just let is pass me by
The mourns of it's heavy heart puts passion in
my soul
It lets out more because of a broken heart
Which Its heart will no longer depart
Its broken heart has been relieved
No longer shall it be deceived
8ut the consequences of being in love ore
sometimes being hurt
So when your heart is soon to be broken, be
sure to stay alert

~~~~~~~~~~

e cua/ teniamos que escribir como 1/egaron nuestras
e familias a Chicago, y como 1/egamos nosotros a
e nuestros escuelos. En presentar sus historias, todos

•
•
•
•
•

e
e
e
e
•
•

I feel lonely. I feel sad. I feel
mad. For some reason, I feel
unhappy. Uke there are no new
beginnings for me. I have
family, I have friends, so why
do I feel so lonely? I do happy
things, I see happy people, so
why do I feel so sad and mad?
If I understood how I fee/, I
would not fee/ the way I fee/
right now?

My love is like the roin that falls down

••••••••••••••••••••
: lnspiracion
••• Hoce poco tiempo, un maestro nos dio una tarea en

•
•
••

I feel

Compassion

Edward Ward
EXCEL Academy Freshman

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• • • • • • •••••

Love,s

X

.,

los estudiantes tenian a/go mas que decir, otra historia
en differente formato. Sus beis-abuelos vinieron de
Asia, sus padres de Mexico, sus ancestors no
escaparon ser esc/avos robados de Africa, etc. Coda
narracibn deCia a/go nuevo de eso persona y su
familia. Una esfuerzo, una historia que es solo de
e//os, valores y amor y tristezas. Mirando esos
mismos estudiontes, mis compaiieros en Ia escue/o, y
saber de donde vinieron, como 1/egaron sus familias, y
que los motivo y continua a motivar para 1/egar a
donde estan, yo no son igua/es. Personas tienen mas
importancia y son mas humanos, cuando tienen
historia, sentimiento, y motivacibn. £s bonito tener Ia
capacidad y-e/ tiempo para poder olvidar e/ problema
de asimilar y retener Ia cu/tura, olvidar Ia
discriminacibn y todos los conflictos de familia y
historia, y nomas pensar en Ia pura historia.
Reconocer Ia belleza, e/ valor y todo que significa tu
pasado para ti y todos. La familia, tu historia y Ia de
todos, no es irre/evonte, y es a/go para aprecia y
reconocer. £s una inspiracibn. Debemos usar eso
inspiracibn en nuestras vidas de vez en cuando.

•• Elizabeth Lopez:
•• Walter Payton College Prep

••••••••••••••••••••

Brigette Hurt
Yates Elementary

••••••••••••
What do I see?
When I read, what do I see? I
see beautiful pictures inside of
me. When I dream, what do I see?
I see a beautiful lady or do I just
see me? Uke an illusion, I see me.
People call me ugly, but deep down
I know I'm pretty. Everything I see
I know deep down inside it's just
me.
Brigette Hurt
Yates Elementary

• A flower s life
A flower is like a child. It blooms,
it blossoms until it ~nally grows.
When you grow, you realize life
Is spent with beautiful times,
And making new friends
throughout your life. As you grow
older, you realize life is a precious
thing that shouldn't be wasted.
Brigette Hurt
Yates Elementary

••
••

mirror
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Disgrace•••

Some cfriis en just too complex
Am I the sodaiJie Jfll thGc breolcs people's ~
Am I the lniGne neefecr.ed tmd obuled dJild1
Am I the lost soul wanderinf the wotld sec~~dllnf tor dlt ~ lhe
new!l' knew?
Am I the entrepreneur planning her next Jf'tCit fiv1Jdille1
Am I the CJf1Cir'dlfst thot sua:eeds In fOtmlnr o JmCII. tmllf Gft'IOfiJSC
her peers?
Am I the firl thot wishes nothinf mote thot fOr her &D know wfiCJt It
is to be floppy?
Am I the useless talent that lives unappredtned, llldtitottered?
Am I wflo you wont to be?
Am I who I want to be?
I'm a lost mouse In o home so larfe I can die and not be fOund or
missed.
I om the food you throw away without devouring os you do with
money.
Why can't you throw out mortf!l/7
I am the snore whose chains snap at the cfmGX of the beat.
I am the singer whose lungs died away.
I am the tJKJP thot pes ~ another world.
I am the woman you tells too YGUIIf ao F £ £ L
I am the Muslim ~ soy is oppressed
I am the Otristion you say Is a traitor.
I am the pencil with an empty core.
I am I I :59 woirin( for tomorrow.
I om the tangible object you hove fOrever longed for.
I am your useless game, because I am wecrk and beaJuse I
guarantee loss.
I am a cheat; I have cords up my slee¥e.
I om your mcraress, but you may not press -.co mel
I am the light. but I flichr.
I am uncertain but I chose to be.
Pfeose tell me now my time Is I.
Your life is aucial, but die first be(ote God sends you the bll.
So let's die first. and then get wfiCJt we Mlllf.
Let's moan and groan and do nothing at al
Let's own and grow and then su(fer a great declining wal.
Let's toke photos to our groves and ler's tab mkrots to loolc. good
(Dr our trades•
Let's walk Into heoven with our (aces so wide.
Let's tum on the light
Must realize our suffering, must give into the ~ Gild must tfnd the
time.
I om the alarm thot rings to SCM your lite. but )'DU fortot ao set me.
I am the flame thot shot through your flag and torched it
I am the ganlen that mother built thot died when her soul WJnished.
f~ died

when her soul vonished.

I am the new penon itwading your deptesslon.
I'm here to show you hoppiness.
I'm here to give you grief.
I am the woman you told to sit down.
I om the doiiGr you spent on a joint
I om ihe worst animal of at
I bring shome. therefOre I am shGme.

Sahar hlameh
Notre Dame for Girls
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music Review:

movie Review:
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"Wall to Wall" by Chris Brown

White-Hot Terror at 200 MPH!
Death Proof: The Movie

AuBryn T hompson

Luis Villalobos

"-..,..

Beasley Academy

Bogan H1gh School

n

The new and improved "Michael Jackson" is also known as Chns
Brown. He went from "the boy next door" to a teen heart-throb in almost
every girls mind. He has been a star since he was 16. and now at 18 he still
keeps it "poppin."
His new CD. "Wall to Wall" IS scheduled to be released m October on
J1ve Records. lt will include my favonte h1t, "K.J K.J s", featunng T-Pam. I
love that song because the beat IS great for "bobbmg" and "crumpm " l thmk
he is a great artist becau e he has the whole package; the Y01ce, the dance
moves, and he is soooo cute. !know you all thmk you're h1s #I FA , but
you're \\'Tong because 1 am! ! ! !! !

"A wbJtc-hot Juggeroaw at 200 mph" IS an example of a tagline
used to descnbe tlus acuonladventure mov1e. The film , Death Proof, stars
Kurt Rus ell as "Stuntman Mtke" He appears to be a ruce guy, willing to
buy a pretty grrl a dnnk and wllhng to offer her a nde home 1f he has had
more than one dnnk. Everythmg appears normal, except for the fact that
"Mike" has rebutlt h1s car as "a four-wheeled death" macbme and any
passenger unfortunate enough to nde hotgun w1th hun ends up dead .. as
well as anyone on the road he docsn ' thke. That IS unnl be p1cks on e1ght
beautiful Sttmtwomen " tuntman Mtke''. may have made the worstlllistake
m h1s hfe
Death Proof was released on DVD on September 18. Written and
dtrected by Queotm Tarantmo, th1s acuon-packed adventure was released in
theatres a:. one-half of a double feature called "Gnndhouse." He teamed up
w1th Robert Rodnguc1 to bnng back th1 umque film Taranttno \\TOte and
d1rected one half of th1~ double feature, Death Proof, while Robcn Rodngttez
wrote and drrected the . econd half, Planet Terror
A C'mndhouse ""as a mo.,.le theatre that bowed filiru. that were full of
ex and v1olence and couldn't be relea ·ed m a regular theatre. It u:.ually
showed double feature . Tarantmo and RodngueL did an excellent JOb m
crcatmg tl11s moVle because It feature 1mulated film. negative scratche .
and ~orne cl1pped d1alogue to recreate the feelmg that the prmt of the film 1
a worn and battered copy, wh.1ch \\a often true of the pnnts of many films
Gnndhousc theatres showed
In my opmion, Quenun Tarantmo has done 1t agam. He has created
an excellent lilm w1th a plot full of twiSts and turns that wlll keep you on the
edge of your eat. o, 1f you arc lookmg to break out of the arne old roo.,.,e ,
p1ck up Death Proof wh1cb 1 sure to keep you entertamed from begmmng to

Is He Really the Best Compared to the Restr

Christin Willis
Perspect1ve Charter Schools Calumet Campus
Though rapper Lil ' Wayne hasn't sold a lot of alb~. many '>ay he's the
best emcee in the rap game nght now. Over h1s last few m!Xtapes, he hru;
improved both his lyrical content and his rhyming scheme:., rappmg over hit
songs like "Prom1se," "Upgrade You," and "Walk It Out." Lll ' Wayne has set
the world on frre with visual raps and cbansma. For example, ·•t am slttm'
on the clouds, 1 got smoke cotrun' from my seat 1 can play basketball w1th
the moon; I got the whole world at my feet, playmg touch football on a
marijuana street," from the song "I Feel L1ke Dymg" off the m1x-tape.
"WeezyavelJ."
Lil' Wayne might have the swagger, money, tattoos, slolls, and half of
the world on his s1de, but his be better thank rappers such as as. Kanye
West, 11, 50 Cent, and Jay-Z- that IS the question. It's your call'

eod.

Kanye West's "Graduation"
The Dogs, the Crows and the Flesh-Eating Zombies
Elizabeth Lopez

"Resident Evil: Extinction"

Walter Payton College Prep

RJcardoAlbarran
In putting together this rev1ew, as opposed to Slfnply tellmg you how
much we loved Kanye's new CD, "Graduation", produced on the Dcf Jam
label, (or maybe didn't), we compiled some quotes of fellow teen:. and what
their thoughts were surrounding the album .

"I've only heard one song, but I Weed it "---Amber
"It :r good, he s actually talkmg about stuff other rappers don i "---Ayanna Woods
"Its OK. "---Devin Ross

"I haven~ heard it! I want to, but I keep forgetting. "---Isabel Go!Wilez
"The new Kanye West CD? I think its good. different from all the
generic radio music that I hear. "---Edwin Manzo
"Its pretty good. "--Grant Beard
"It s straight. There are only three songs on the CD that I like."--Camille Boone
Overall? Good reviews. We give it a 4 out of 5 points.

****

Bogan High School
cary, fru cmatmg, and creauve arc words tltat I w1sh would descnbe the
new horror film , " Res1dent Ev1l · Extmct10n" Jn ·tcad, we are presented with
a film that m not as fnghtenmg a 1t should be. Th1s film 1s based on a
popular v1dco game senes called .. Res1dent Evll". Nonnally, when v1dco
games are made into films, they aren't good. There arc some exceptions to
lh1s stereotype, for exantplc, 2006' "Sllent Hill". That lilm IS onginal,
unaginauve, and has a sense of creep mess. "Resident Evll. Extinction.. IS dtc
complete opposite of" ilent Hill" and not m a good way
"Res1dent Evil : Extmction" stars Mllla Jovovich as Allee. a superhuman
combatant who IS h1dmg from the .. Umbrella Corporation". The menacmg
"Umbrella Corporation" is seeking Alice. eager to use her blood to develop a
vaccine m order to control the T- Virus mfccuon. l111s infection cause. the
dead to tum into hvmg, flesh-eating LOmbies. While Allee IS on the run from
the corporation, s he reunites w1th old friend , L.J . (M1kc Epps) ami Carlo~
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Olivera (Oded Fehr), from the previous RE film , "Resident Evil: Apocalypse".
There are also new survivors, Nurse Betty (Asbanti) and Claire Redfield
(Spencer Locke), who try to head out to Alaska hoping that the T-Vtrus has not
infected that region of the United States.
As a fan of the "Resident Evil" games, I was deeply disappointed with this
installment of the series. The previous two RE films are somewhat faithful to the
mood not to bring anything new to the franchise except new characters and the
human-eating crows. The only positive aspect of the film was the action
sequences, which there were only a few in lbe film . Zombies are killed with
machetes, telekinetic powers are being used, and there is an awesome crow

sequence in the film that looks astonishing. Fans of the previous films should not
be disappointed by this installment but, as a fan of the RE games, I was
frustrated with this film. I would have loved to see more zombie killings, more
flesh-eating zombie dogs, and more monsters. Isn't that what "Resident Evil" is
truly about?
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bookReview:

The Coldest Winter
Ever
Miriam Brabham
St. Scholastica
This book is the sad tale of a girl named Winter. She is the daughter of a
successful drug dealer in Brooklyn, New York. Winter's father Santiago is one
of the most respected drug dealers in New York; he has people working for
him that would never double cross him. In one incident a man is slashed in
the face when be decides he wants to look at Winter in sexual manner. In the
wake of her fathers' protectiveness she becomes accustomed to having
everything done for her and never having to worry about herself but that is all
about to change very quickly for her.
Due to her father's success, things in Brooklyn start to heat up, and he
knows he is being watched so he plans his moves carefully. Santiago knows
his family won't be able to spend like they're use to, so he decides to move to
Long Island and buys a house. He buys the house but no one is happy about
it. Winter and her mother bate the new neighborhood and their rich neighbors.
Winter's mother becomes more and more frustrated with the situation and
wants a car of her own so that she can go back and forth to Brooklyn.

The Color of Water
McBride's New Memoir Uplifts and Proposes a New
Understanding of Race
Maria Zawadowicz
Foreign Correspondent-Poland
James McBride's debut novel, The Color of Water, is a gripping memoir
of the author's childhood, youth and search for identity. Subtitled as, "A
Black Man's Tribute to His White Mother," it widely discusses issues of racial
identity exemplified by McBride's very own family: his white mother,
him elf, and a rather large group of siblings. However, the book is primarily
a fascinating portrayal of motherly compassion, transcend issues of race and
culture.
The Color of Water actually consists of two separate novels. One of them
is McBride's own story, wbile the second one is the moving story of his
mother, Ruth McBride. The stories are intertwined and as the novel
progresses, the reader learns more and more about the unique relationship
between Ruth McBride and her children. Because all characters are directly
based on their real-life equivalents, all character portrayals are fascinatingly
real and unique. Ruth McBride, disinherited by her own family, purses her

Santiago insists that it is not a good time for such a purchase and that the cops
are watching are watching him and that he can't afford to mess up. But
Winter's mother was adamant that she gets what she wants.
While Winter's parents were out shopping Winter bad arranged a visit
back to Brooklyn were her father warned her not to go, but like her mother
she gets what she wants. With her lack of knowledge of the situation Winter
told her friends were she was living and word got out.
Winter was coming home from her day trip when she saw he house being
raided. Winter's long time crush Midnight takes care of her and her two
younger sisters for a while and she makes her move on him only to be
ignored.
At this point of the book you stop believing Winter will change and just
hold on for the ride. Winter takes you through her visit at Sista Souljah 's
house to being with a boy named Bullet. From this moment on you become a
complete bystander because Winter bas become immune to realizing that she
has to take care of herself and not just living off her daddy's reputation that is
crumbling before her.
Winter goes from living the perfect life to being on the run, she has
abortions, she sees her mom ask for drugs and gets busted herself. The end of
the book shows us that Win ter never realized that she was responsible for her
actions. As she looks down at her mothers casket and at her two sisters living
with the man she pursued her whole life to. Then to her father in his orange
jumpsuit and shackles, the worst part was that she bad to look down upon
herself the same way.
wearisome quest to forget about her Jewish heritage and fit into New York's
black community. She is a heroic character, and despite many hardships,
poverty, and loneliness, she ceaselessly strives to raise her children to be
educated and well-mannered adults. McBride portrays himself as a teenager,
who seeks his own place in life, constant~ erring, but also fmally succeeding.
Characters of McBride's brothers and sisters also represent a board range of
individuals, each with his or her own perspective, opinion and personality. ·
The style of the memoir makes it a compulsive read, and it constantly
either moves the reader to tears, or provokes to sheer laughter. McBride uses
his wit to portray the poverty of his family with irony and optimism, but also
evoking sympathy in his readers. In McBride's populous family, something
always happens, and the events often are sudden and surprising. All that
makes The Color of Water a memorable novel.
Despite the predominant theme, the issues of race or racism don't
completely dominate the book; McBride prefers to portray identity not as an
issue of race, but rather of humanity. In this way, The Color of Water
expresses its universal theme: no matter what race, we are all human. The
novel fosters a new understanding of race as not a main factor in categorizing
people, and thus, it makes it an empty concept. In today's multicultural
global society, which faces a growing number of racial based conflicts, this
perspective is especially important. Therefore, this book should become a
milestone work in the interpretation of racial and cultural issues, and it is
certainly a worthwhile read.
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Step Up Teens Have ''Achy-Breaky-Backs''
-Is it j ust the teen or is it the book bag

and Eat

Better
Deontae Moore
Urban Prep
Our schools should focus on
what they serve for lunch to avo1d
childhood obesity. A child hall
pay attenuon to wha t they eat
because it can have a huge effect on
them. Children are not being
consc1ous of what they eat, because
parents allow them to eat whatever
they want. The child IS not bemg
disciplmed about thetr eatmg
habits. What could be the reasons
why America's Youth is
overweight?
What should a school do to
help the ~iruauon w1th childhood
obesity? Some suggest that they
should rearrange their vending
.machines. They should take out the
bad and put in more healthy foods.
Therefore, a child who will walk up
to a vendmg machjne won ' t be
waste their money on a snacks
because snacks make up 25% to
the ir obesity*. (www.lphi.org)

I asked someone his
opinjon on ch ildhood obesity and
he agreed that obesity is caused by
the parent's act1ons. " Parents
should get involved in what their
c hild eats." I asked him what could
help a school solving childhood
obesity and he added "a school
cannot control a child's eating
habits."
Schools should take serious
action and c hange cafeteria their
menus for lunch. Their actions can
play a huge role on a c hild's eating
habi ts. It's a process that can be
ftxed at school and at home in order
to try to avoid c hildhood obesity.

Sehara Garmon
ACT Charter School
As the days press on mto the
school year, teachers tend to pass out
more work to thetr students to take
borne. Many tudents have
textbooks, notebooks, folders,
papers, and wntmg utens1ls, along
w1tb other thmgs that make the1r
boob. bags heavy. To add to all the
heaVllless many student between the
ages of 12 and 18 complain about
back palflS. "Researchers evaluated
the bead-on-neck po ture of 9 5 h1gb
chool students, aged 12 to 18 years.
Specifically, the mve ttgators
asse sed the cran1overtebral angle of
subJeCts v.earmg backpacks, and not
wearing backpacks." (Gnnuner KA,
Will1arns MT, G11l TK. Backpack..~
Effect Teen Poster ovember I,
1999). The e back pams may or

For FYI
NE S taff

New Expression Index
" ever say that you have no
ttme. On the whole 1t IS those who
are busiest who can make ume for
yet more, and those w ho love more
le1sure ume who refuse to do more
when asked. What we lack IS not
ti me, but heart."
--Henri Boulard-

Latinos United
This organtZation, a force in the
Latino Commuru ty is hostmg an
important fu ndraiser soon ! On
November 8, prominent members of
the Latino community will gather fo r
this non-profit's annual even. They
are looking for mature and
hardworking student volunteers. Earn
service-learnmg hours and take place
in an important cornmuruty even.
Only for the resolute! Contract
Marybeth @
mleymay@ latinosunited.org.

K1d Start
This website is an excellent
resource, rarel y utilized as it should

already have led student to seek
med1cal treatment
One ·ophomore, AnJeltca D.
Clark, now attendmg Lake View
H1gh School has been havmg back
pam smce the age of 12. Lower
back pams would stnke her when
ltfhng heavy objects such as her
book bag, enablmg her to carry 1t,
and somettmes unable to ltft herself
She soon had to seek cluropracttc
help where she learned a fev.. back
exerc1ses that ~he would have use on
a da1ly ba e . and even today four
years later. ~be has to conttnue tho e
exerc1 es
Doctors say that back pams don't
neccssanly come from heavy book
bags, although book bags arc capable
of causmg pam, orne are JUSt from
teen~ "grov. mg pams ·· Researchers
say parents hould be v..omed 1f

pams contmue for more then a year,
"When d1d the pain begm? What
makes 1t worse? What makes the
pam better? Is the chtld mvolved tn
sports or IS there a h1story of trauma
to the back? Where in the back IS the
pam located? On a calc of zero to
ten, w1th zero equalmg no pam and
ten bemg totally mtolerable. how
docs the chtld rate the pain? Does the
pam keep the chtld awake at rugbt?
Does cougbmg or neezmg make 11
worse? It IS al o trnportant to learn
how much the pam mterferes w1th
·pots. play, or school attendance. If
there IS d1srupt1on with the e
acttv1ttes, the problem IS more hkely
to be enous Other warnmg s1gn
mclude fever, we1ght loss, and pam
lasttng more than one month"
( 1999-2007, KG lmc tment, LLC
Gomg To The Doctor For An Achy
Back.)

be, and perfect for the average
~tudent. For tho e htgb school
students lookmg for place su1ttng
the1r mtere~ts to complete erv1ce
learnmg at, or for tho e of us who
need a httle help findmg acttv1ttes,
JObs, or other resources, tt's a good
startmg source For more
mformatton, ee
www.ch1cagok1ds tart.org.

(773) 769-6200 or (312) 942-720

City Farm

Wordplay @ Young Chicago
Authors

Th1s funky urban garden grow
food on abandoned urban landscape ,
sellmg qua hty vegetables
mcomparable to grocery store
produce. One taste of t11e e tomatoes
and 1t 's hard to go back. They use
recycled , re-useable mate n als; create
compose; and sell the1r ttems to
locals and resta urants. They employ
and tra m res1dents in farrnmg. The
expenence of "djggmg and weed mg"
to a background o f de teriorated
projects is startling. Anyone sen o us
about he lping out occasionally, or
e ve n stop by on market days to buy
can contact them at
www.cityfannc h1cago.org

Important Crisis Phone # s
Local Suicide Hotllne/24 Hour
Crisis Hotline

hicago Rape Crisis Hotline
(88 ) 293 -20 0

Runaway Hotline
(800) 231-6946 or ( 00) 621-4000

ubmissions/Performance
Opportunities

Th1s weekly "open m1c
performance" IS ava1lable to
everyone. It mcludes a workshop,
free p1u.a, and a featured artt t every
week. Check out Y A's website at
www.youngchicagoau thors.org

New Expressions
Your own newspaper is always
welcommg ubmissions! Whether
wn ting for the M irror, Mirror section
(poetry. oarrattves, etc.), working as a
freelance journalist, staff reporter, or
even as a contnbutor to our brand
new fore 1gn lan guage section, "In
Your Own Words ." Contact or send
submissions to
ldbrown 1655@yalloo.com or fax
(3 12) 922-7 151.
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Croc Wearers Beware!
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Lurking beneath their soft, comfy and hip exterior lays the sinister truth about
Croc's and their dangers. It's been happening all over the country and finally the
makers and buyers are taking notice. Soft-soled clogs or "Croc's," as they're more
affectionately known, have been getting caught in escalators and causing minor
damage to some tiny tyke's toes.
According to the Chicago Tribune, four-year-old Rory McDermott got his
Croc shoes stuck in the escalator in a mall in northern Virginia. His mother
managed to get his leg free, but his toenail was ripped almost entirely off and was
bleeding heavily. People are slowly taking notice that there's a common
denominator in most of these escalator incidents and it has some people worried.
Jodi, Rory's mother, said, " Had she known about these incidents her son wouldn't
have been wearing them."
This caution has stretched globally with Japan issuing a warning last week that
there have been 39 reports of sandals getting stuck in escalators from August
through September of this year.
The company producing the culprits, Croc's Inc. doesn't seem too concerned.
The company says it's aware of"very few" problems relating to accidents
involving their shoes. They also called the incident from northern Virginia "rare."
Company officials said they were working with the Elevator Escalator Safety
Foundation on public education initiatives. Barbara Allen, the group's executive
director said, "They haven't followed up on that claim and refuse to return her
phone calls."

How Young do You Have to Be to
Have a Heart Attack
Sehara Garmon

Degradation of the
Temple
Shanil Hopson
Olive Harvey Middle College
Teens, sex, drugs, and money. Teens averaging from the ages of 1319, struggle with obsession of sex, intake of drugs, and the glamorous life
of clothing and material possessions. According to an ABC News report,
about 650,000 teenagers that live in America have found themselves
prostituting themselves in exchange for money, and/or, drugs. Though
many of these teenagers have participated in sexual activity in exchange
for these objects, according to the ABC News, the overall average of
teenagers that have exchanged themselves happens to be mostly young
teenage boys. This theory was thought up as teenagers exchanging
themselves not for something that they need, but for something that want,
which is where material possessions seem to fall into play. According to
the website medpage Today, out of the 650,000 of the teenagers were
tested for sexually transmitted diseases. 15% of the boys that would
exchange themselves for drugs, tested positive for HIV, or other relative
diseases. As for the girls, 20% of the girls that exchanged themselves,
also tested positive for HN, or other relative sexually transmitted
diseases.The website also said, out of these teenagers, a higher percentage
of them were black teenagers, and the majority came from homes that bad
parents that have only a high school diploma or less. Also, many of these
teenagers come out of broken and semi-dysfunctional families. Many of
the symptoms, according to medpage Today, from exchanging themselves
mostly comes from depression and not feeling like they have enough
material possessions that they desire. In the world, North America has the
highest number of teen prostitutes.

ACT Charter
More children are in risk of heart attacks today because they are consuming
too much salt through their diets. A new study bas analysed the diets of 1,658
youngsters aged four to 18, finding that those with a high salt intake had higher
blood pressure.
One woman, Beth Meter, had a son who had a heart attack at the age of 13.
Doctors didn't believe the woman because of the boy's age, (Moss, Lyndsay.
Heart risk to children, 4, from salt. Scotsman.com). Children's diets today mostly
consist of chips, pop or some type of "juice" that's mostly made with sugar or
sugar substitute. Not saying that these foods should never be eaten, instead, these
diets should be balanced or involve smaller portions of these kinds of fats, salts
and sugars.
There have been youths arriving at many doctor's offices and complaining
about chest pains and a majority of doctors send the children away, and by
ignoring these pains, it could lead up to more serious problems. Parents should be
concerned if their child is "obese, there's a family history of heart attacks, high
blood pressure, unhealthy cholesterol leve ls, and also any drug abuse" (ChicagoSun Times. 'True and real': Kids can get heart attacks. October 1, 2007).
So what can parents do to lessen the risk of their children get a heart attack?
They can reduce the amount of salt in their children's diet by checking labels,
especially on foods like breakfast cereals and snack products, which they may not
expect to contain high levels of salt. The Scientific Advisory Committee on
Nutrition suggests babies under six months should have less than 1g a day, those
aged seven to 12 months just l g. Between the ages of one and three, the
maximum intake is 2g, four-six, 3g, seven-ten, 5g and 11 - 14, 6g; and as for adults
a maximum of 6g a day, which is equivalent to one teaspoon of salt. Parents could
try using spices, such as curry powder, lemon or lime juice and vinegar instead of
using salt, (Chicago-Sun Times. 'True and real ': Kids can get heart attacks.
October, 2007).

The Connection between
Technology and Teen Obesity
Brittany Cannon
Olive Harvey Middle College
What is the connection between technology and teen obesity? There
is a belief that technology is partially to blame for the current rise in the
teen obesity rate. Technology has made it easier for teens to become
inactive.
"Teens are becoming idle because everything is at the touch of a
finger," says Dr. Berry of Midwest Physicians. "Teens hardly have to
work for anything." The National Center for Health Statistics show in
2002, the United States had 9.1 percent increase in the teen obesity rate
since 1994.
Teen obesity is also affecting the younger generations. Younger
children look up to their older siblings. When they see their older
siblings lounge around and being inactive, they will tend to think that it
is okay for them to be inactive as well. With examples like these, most
children are prone to pick up the same indolent behavior as their older
siblings.
There are consequences however, for letting technology do, "all the
work for you." Inactivity, poor health, and decreased work ethic are all
examples of this. We, as teens have to realize that this disease entitled
obesity is taking the lives of youth all over the world. We must also
realize that technology is great. However, we cannot substitute it for our
everyday living.
Technology is partially to blame for teen 'obesity. But, "we" must
also blame ourselves for letting technology take over our minds and
bodies.
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Veronica Harrison

How would you "fix" the CTA
current financial problems?
Judging Criteria
LEAD - assertive, clear, and concise. Writer demonstrates
understanding of the issue and their position taken.
ARGUMENT - persuasive, objective tone. fact-based. Writer conveys
broad knowledge of topic and key factors .
REBUTAL - considers merits of opposite pomts of view. Writer
challenges alternative positions.
CONCLUSION - summarizes points in essay. Writer conveys benefits
of position taken in logical and compelling manner.
STYLE - writer employs proper grammar, spelling and punctuation.
Students can easily read the essay.

AWARDS
The w inning entries will receive $100 and each runner-up will receive
$50 each. Winning essays will be printed in the next issue of New
Expression. Also, the winners will receive a DVD copy of"Gracte,
Smallville, or Supernatural."
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Applicants must be under 20-years-old and enrolled in a Chicago area
school. Essays must be less than 200 words. Hand-written applicants
will not be considered.
All entries are due by Friday. November 30, 2007, and must be
submitted with a cover note/letter identifying:
Applicant's Full Name. Home Address, City, State and Zip Code
Phone Number, E-mail Address, Age, Grade
School, English Teacher or Journalism advisor (if available)

Submit your cover note and essay via:
E-mail: ldbrown 1655@yahoo.com or
Fax: 312-922-7151

Columbta College
"Doctors W1thout Borders" IS an mternauonal mdependent
med1cal humanltanan orgaruzallon The organuat10n delivers
emergency a1d to tho e affected by anned confl1ct. natural and
man-made disasters, exclusiOn from health care and epidemiCS m
about 1700 countne around the world.
On eptember 19, " Doctors Without Borders" bo ted "A
Refugee Camp m the Heart of the Cny" lntcracuve Ex.lub11 at Grant
ParJ.. The exlubu' first appearance m the Umtcd State was m
cw York C1ty's Central Park and mcc then ha!; traveled to
Brooklyn. Atlanta and ash\lllc Th1~ year. m addmon to the
Wmdy City, the C\.hlblt Will be travehng to Milwaukee,
Mmneapohs, Hou~ton and Dallas
The c1th1bit v.as created to gn.e a o;ense of what 11' hke to be a
refugee or mtemally displaced person ll etup mcluded model of
refugee <.amp and the resource used by refugee to surv1ve.
" Doctors Without Bordcro;"' fxecuuve Dlfector. 1colas de
Torrente", menuoned endangered countncs '>Uch 3!; omaha.
Eth10p1a and Iraq and what they are domg to help "We are not
there on any other agenda, JU t to prov1dc med1cal ass1 tancc." be
sa1d
" Doctors W1thout Bordcro; "' Jennt fer Vago strcs ed the
1rnportance of the exhibit and 1h purpose to the C'h1cago n ltors
" It thru th" exhtblt we can help people o;ee confl1ct, we have
scr. cd our purpose."
PJroto1 b.1 ~t·mmrtJ HarrllOII
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Loss for U. S. Blessing
in Disguise
La ura Kozak
Columbia College
On September 27, 2007 the
United States Women 's Soccer
Team did something it hadn ' t since
2004; they lost.
The Fifa Women's World
Cup took place this year from
September IOth to the 30th and
featured 16 teams from around the
globe playing over 30 games. This
years' WWC was played in 5
Chinese cities, Shanghi, Chengdu,
Hangzhou, Tianjin, and Whan.
The World Cup is one of
the world's oldest sporting events,
happening once every four years in
the host country that wins the World
Cup bid, much like the Olympics. It
just so happens that China to be
hosting the 2008 Summer
Olympics, and some of the venues
in the WWC where built
specifically for next summer. The
World Cup ts run like most
tournaments. Starting with group
play, then the four remaining groups
all play each other. The wi nner and
second place finisher advancing to
the next round. Next comes the
quarterfmals and semi's resulting in
the, " final four" teams vying for the
championship and consolation
matches.
This year the U.S. drew
the short straw, getting put in the
media dubbed "Group of Death"
with North Korea, Sweden, and
igeria. All are very talented teams
that have been to the we before.
The results of those matches
showed the power and ability of
those teams, as all were close and
hard fought. In their opening game
the U. S. tied the North Koreans 22, something they hadn't done in 17
games. But the U. S. went on to win
the group. pitting them against a
talented England team. After
another battle on the pitch the U.S.
were victorious again with a 3-0
result
Then America faced its biggest
foe, the Brazil. An extremely
talented team led by superstar and

"FIFA's Female Player of the Year,"
Marta, promised to be a match
worth watching. T he winner of this
game goes to the championship; the
loser vies for third against Norway.
The U.S looked strong in the
opening minutes, getting their first
shot off in j ust 17 seconds. But
Brazil came fi ring back, peppering
the U.S. goal with shots.. Then in
the 20th minute of the match,
tragedy struck for the U.S. fans. A
perilo us comer kick was "whipped"
in by Brazil and Leslie Osborne, in
an effort to clear it, scored an own
goal off an unlucky deflection.
Brazil celebrated and the U.S.
regrouped.
T here was still a lot of soccer to
play and no one was going down
with out a fight. But the U.S
couldn ' t hold on for long, as Marta
f~red a rocket of a shot that weaved
its way through defenders and
found its way to the back of the net.
The next goals came in the second
half from Cristiane in the 56th
minute and then Marta again in the
79th minute. The fmal whistle blew
and the chances of the U.S. winning
the tournament were over. There
were some dodgy calls and poor
officiating, as the U.S. played a
woman down for the second half
after Shannon Boxx received a red
card for "tripping" Cristiane. T he
replay however showed the true
story; Cristiane tripped over Boxx's
running feet and really "sold" the
foul by flailing her arms and
yelping in pain. T he Brazilians won
fair and square though and the U.S.
gave them due credit for an
amazing match.
So, Brazil advanced to play
Germany for the title, while the
U.S., the defending champs, will go
on to do battle with the Norwegians
for 3rd place in the FIFA.
P.S. Germany beat Brazil for
the title, whi le the U.S. defeafed
Norway for 3rd place.

jet Hawks vs. Hit Men
Sehara Garmon
ACT Charter School
NABA (National Adult Baseball Association) League played a game
September 30, 2007, the Jet Hawks against the Hit Men. The two teams were
going head to head, but by the bottom of the second inning thtngs started to
change. The Jet Hawks were up fi ve to one. Things didn ' t seem to look up
for the Hit Men throughout the entire game. T he Jet Hawks shutdown the Htt
Men when Darryl Handley hi t a home run in the fifth inning; the Jet Hawks
took the game from there.
By the seventh inning the Jet Hawks were up ten to one with one more
inning to go. JC, the captain of the NABA League said, " If the Jet Hawks
score one more run they' re going to have to go by slaughter rules." That's
exactly what happened; by the top of the eighth inning, the Jet Hawks scored
two more runs. The fma l score was 12 to I. Anyone else who w itnessed the
game would say that this was defmitely a "slaughter."
On Sunday, October 7, 2007 the Jet Hawks played their championship
game against the Pirates. By the second inning both teams where tied by five.
Things totally changed after the fourth inning. Alex came up to bat and hit a
borne run. After the fourth inning the Jet Hawks once again shut the opposing
team down. The Pirates scored one more run in the fifth inning and the Jet
Hawks were up by 15. Alex hit three home runs throughout the entire game.
T he slaughter rules were omitted and that just lead the Jet Hawks to an even
greater championship game. T he final score was 18 to 6, what a game.

Buckle Yourself Up
The effect of Injures in a Sport
Deontae Moore
Urban Prep
High school athletes are overwhelming themselves practicing for
whatever sport they play. There are 2 million injuries a year due to those
who participate in sports. Parttcipation in high school sports could result
in an estimated 1.4 million injuries per l ,000 athletes. The significance
of an injury from participation in an organized high school practice or
competition depends on its requiring medical attention from an ATC or a
physician, and restricting the athlete's participation for l or more days
beyond the day of the injury.

In high school athletes participate in various sports that result in
an estimated 1,442,553 injuries. In these various sports, approximately
80% of the reported injuries as opposed to recurrences or complications
from previous injury. An athlete who participates in football and plays
for undefeated Urban Prep, with a record of 4-0, explained to me how an
injury affects him this year. He said be practices extremely bard and
worries about injury. He continues with his explanation that he misses
all the action and with confidence, be exclaimed, "it sucks!"
There are significances for being on a sport. Sports build up
stamina, physical activity, and charisma. If you're not careful though you
could end up out of a season due to an unsuspected injwy.
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